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Abstract
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a class of machine learning algorithm that receives feedback by interacting
with its environment and uses that information to make sequential intelligent decisions, commonly
needing an extremely large amount of data, sometimes on the order of 104 to 107 data points to build an
effective policy. Today, such algorithms are used in advertising algorithms, robot manipulation, mastering
strategy games such as chess, and predicting protein folding sequences to give a few examples, all of
which exhibit data that can be sampled in large quantities for no cost in resources. For manufacturing
systems, data is expensive due to material cost and manufacturing time, which makes standard RL
infeasible in these environments. To allow feasibility of RL in manufacturing, specialized algorithms have
been developed which seek to reduce the number of samples required to train the model down to an order
of 101 , for which experimental validation is desired. This paper seeks to experimentally validate sample
efficient RL algorithms in a manufacturing environment. To achieve this, an existing manufacturing
system that prints phononic crystals - a type of acoustic metamaterial that acts as an ultrasonic bandpass
filter - was modified so that it can interface with a general cognition element, which can accommodate
and test the sample-efficient algorithms. The manufacturing system’s printing, data processing and storage
functions were automated entirely, and a modular framework was developed in the machine’s software to
accommodate a general cognition element that may be swapped out with other established optimization
algorithms for testing. In order to provide a benchmark, standard machine` learning algorithms such as Qlearning and Bayesian optimization were implemented adhering to the established software framework
structure. Multiple trials are run to benchmark their performance against sample-efficient RL. For future
research purposes, a machine vision camera system is also integrated, allowing manufacturing errorchecking capabilities. The results showed that the custom RL algorithms consistently yielded higher
rewards during training and product performance during policy execution compared to the standard
ii

machine learning approaches. This has been the first implementation of a RL algorithm integrated into a
manufacturing process, serving as experimental validation of sample efficient RL, and resulting in a
modular test bed compatible with a variety of algorithms for future testing. Having an autonomous
manufacturing system will eliminate a resource intensive design for a manufacturing process that is
sensitive to manufacturing noise and serve as an experimental validation of an optimized sequential
learning algorithm that uses a small number of samples.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
Additive manufacturing methods today enable new and complex construction architectures, which are
often heterogeneous and exhibit uncertain properties, making them difficult to model and design. In a
traditional manufacturing approach using the design of experiments (DoE) framework, first principles
analysis which entails physical and/or computation modeling, is often required to capture the theoretical
behavior of a manufactured product to provide guidance in its design, in which incorrect assumptions or
manufacturing inaccuracies will likely result in discrepancies between predicted and actual performance.
Additionally, the process of modeling, prototyping, testing, and iterating products in development is costly
in resources such as time, money, and manpower which all scale rapidly with increasing complexity of
the manufactured product.

The overarching research project that this thesis complements, pursues the development of a
manufacturing system able to subvert the aforementioned design process, manufacture a product,
characterize its performance, and intelligently iterate the design variables to reach a desired performance
measure. Design variables are parametrized as manufacturing inputs and represented as a state space,
which can be navigated by a cognition element using performance feedback to converge to a combination
of manufacturing inputs that correspond to a favorable performance. For most manufacturing processes,
an autonomous machine such as this would most likely not provide significant benefits over traditional
methods. However, when it is difficult to capture and model the dynamics of the product or when there is
significant manufacturing noise present, autonomous manufacturing exhibits potential to provide a degree
1

of adaptability through being able to accommodate varying conditions and manufacturing uncertainties
that are difficult to predict and account for.

A manufacturing system has previously been previously developed at Hoelzle Research lab, named the
Autonomous Manufacturing System for Phononic Crystals (AMSPnC), which is an additive
manufacturing system able to 3D print and test samples of phononic crystals [2]. Phononic crystals are a
type of acoustic metamaterial composed of a repeating unit cell defined by two dimensions [𝑑, 𝑙𝑥𝑦 ]
representing the diameter and spacing between cells. These dimensions determine the spectral properties
of the transmission of frequencies in the 1-5MHz range through the crystal, exhibiting a spectral response
resembling that of a band-pass filter. These dimensions serve as the AMSPnC’s manufacturing input
which can be optimized to provide desired pass-band properties in the response, which serves as the
manufacturing output and the optimization objective. An image of the AMSPnC and the PnC artifacts is
provided below. More details about the system can be found in the literature review section.

Figure 1: The AMSPnC with emphasized characterization unit and artifact properties
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It is of high importance to note that the acoustic spectral response of PnC crystals is very sensitive to
material selection, surface irregularities and manufacturing dimensional errors, all of which are difficult
to control and keep consistent in the field of additive manufacturing. Coupled with the sensitivity of the
crystals to manufacturing noise and errors, it is likely that the manufactured product will not exhibit the
desired response specified in the design. This is shown in the following figure, demonstrating the
disagreement between the theoretical spectral response of PnC crystals simulated in a finite element
methods physics engine, and an offline dataset of PnC artifacts manufactured on the AMSPnC.

Figure 2: Discrepancy between physics engine simulation and offline dataset passband properties for 48
samples
3

This discrepancy suggests supervised learning is not a good candidate for the cognition element, as
either an accurate offline model or a large dataset is required for effective decision making. The model
at hand is shown to be ineffective, and using a large offline dataset to learn is infeasible as the AMSPnC
simulates the concept of a High Variable Cost Environment (HVCE), which means sampling real-world
data is expensive in time and money and therefore unfavorable. To address the uncertainty of the artifact
response, using an iterative learning algorithm has been proposed that can learn from feedback specific
to the manufacturing system and artifacts, and make sequentially intelligent decisions to obtain the
desired response in a minimal number of samples. Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a learning
framework that has been deemed suitable for this task due to its adaptability but suffers from sample
efficiency, commonly needing on the order 104 − 108 samples to develop an effective policy, which is
infeasible when applied to a manufacturing environment.

To address the sample inefficiency of RL, a set of sample-efficient RL algorithms have been developed
by PhD. Candidate Md. Ferdous Alam, that use concepts from transfer learning and probabilistic reward
modeling to bring the down the number of samples needed for an effective policy down to an order of
101 − 102 [3][4], which is further discussed in the literature review section of this document.

These algorithms have been verified in simulations, and real-world experimental data is desired to
validate their applicability in a realistic manufacturing environment. This paper documents the hardware
and software modifications that are introduced in the AMSPnC to grant it experimentation capability, as
well as the development of a framework able to accommodate a general cognition element that can
communicate with the hardware of the machine, exchanging sample suggestion and reward information.
Additionally, well known learning algorithms are developed to fit the structure of the established
4

framework with the purpose of providing a benchmark of performance, namely Q-learning which is a
standard algorithm used in RL that is value based, and Bayesian Optimization which is a global
optimization algorithm employed to evaluated expensive-to-sample functions. The benchmark
algorithms are trained along with the sample efficient RL algorithms, and all their policies are executed
and evaluated based on artifact performance.

Finally, it is important to draw a clear distinction between the scope of this paper, and the sample
efficient RL algorithms it seeks to test. This paper details modifications to the AMSPnC to bring
experimentation capability, the development of a software framework for an ML planner , development
of benchmark algorithms within this framework chosen to be Q-learning and Bayesian optimization, and
lastly experimental procedure to train and test the policies of sample efficient RL algorithms against
benchmarks.

1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Prior autonomous manufacturing systems
Previous research into autonomous manufacturing driven by a cognition element has been explored in
various ways. In Okaro et al. [5], a semi-supervised machine learning algorithm is used in conjunction
with photodiode sensors to classify printed metal artifacts on a laser powder bed fusion 3D printer as either
‘acceptable’ or ‘faulty’. This approach is semi-supervised, and a non-parametric modeling method called
a Gaussian Processes is used to regress sparsely sampled offline data and build a model, which is
interpreted by an optimizer to find a maximum performance region. In Chen et al. [6], a computational
model is developed using material modulus, toughness, and volume fraction of a composite biomaterial
as a predictor for effective toughness, strength, and stiffness of the composites. Finite Element Methods
5

are used to model the theoretical dynamics of the biomaterials, which is used to predict performance. In
these two methods, offline strategies are used to infer properties about the performance of a real-world
manufactured product which drives the decision process. However, feedback in-line with the
manufacturing process is not used, meaning the models generated are static and cannot compensate for
real-world dynamics or errors, relying on accurate model information for desirable product performance.

A few examples of iterative learning with process feedback are also explored. Notably, the paper Hoelzle
et al. [7] explores the application of monotonically convergent spatial iterative learning control to
microscale additive manufacturing, where topography measurement through atomic force microscopy is
used alongside a micro-scale manufacturing process to provide in-line feedback and optimize the SILC
controller in real time. Feedback from recent topography measurements is used to update the control
dynamics applied to the manufacturing system, allowing iteratively improving reference height tracking
of multi-layered micro-scale artifacts. A control method such as this is very effective when the dynamics
of the manufacturing system are controllable. However, when dealing with a manufacturing system whose
process dynamics are not able to be changed as in the case of the proprietary Ultimaker printer firmware
on the AMSPnC, it is infeasible to alter the closed loop dynamics of the system, and therefore a black-box
optimization technique must be considered. Additionally, feedback control is not considered “learning”
since the feedback is used to minimize the reference tracking error.

The last example that will be explored, is the partial inspiration of the establishment AMSPnC. The paper
Deneault et al. [1] explores the use of Bayesian Optimization (BO) with iterative feedback on a materialextrusion type AM system to optimize a set of printing parameters, namely the print speed as well as prime
delay and x-y offsets, to maximize an objective function modeled after the 2D geometric aspects of the
leading segment of a single line of deposited filament. The BO algorithm in this case achieves a very high
6

objective score under 99 iterations, resulting in optimized printing parameters that allow printing of very
dimensionally accurate tracks of filament. The impressive sampling efficiency brings the question of why
an optimization algorithm such as BO is not used in the AMSPnC. Even though BO can be used for
sequential decisions by suggesting locations to sample, it only deals with one decision at a time, and does
not consider the sequence of decisions that lead to a reward. In other words, optimization does not care
about the path taken to solve the problem, and instead looks solely for the maximum value of the objective
funciton. Additionally, BO is well documented to have scaling issues into higher state space dimensions,
due to the mathematical operations involved in building Gaussian Process models such as inverse matrix
calculations making computations extremely expensive.
1.2.2 The AMSPnC – inherited manufacturing system
A manufacturing system has previously been developed with 3D printing and artifact characterization
capabilities called the Autonomous Manufacturing System for Phononic Crystals (AMSPnC), which uses
a heavily modified consumer-grade Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) 3D printer, the Ultimaker S5, to
print and test samples [2]. The modifications allow the printer to print on a bed that can be rotated to
transport artifacts to the characterization unit, and deliver vacant printing locations to the printing location.
The bed is made of a material called Rexolite, which exhibits favorable acoustic properties such as low
dissipation factor for high frequencies. The testing subsystem consists of two transducers, with one acting
as the sender and the other the receiver. The sender emits an ultrasonic pulse, which is sent through the
delay-line that separates the primary transmission signal from the reflections at impedance matched
interfaces, then to the receiving transducer where spectral data is recorded. This machine is abstracted as
a general manufacturing process ℱ, shown in equation (1), where the process output 𝑔𝑡 ∈ 𝑅 𝑚 𝑥 1 shown
in equation (2) quantifies the part properties including the manufacturing noise 𝜉𝑡 associated with the
process. The process input, 𝑥𝑡 ∈ 𝑅 𝑛 𝑥 1 represents the state space consisting of parametrized unit cell
dimensions PnC crystals, which serves as the manufacturing input and parameters to be optimized.
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𝑔𝑡 = ℱ(𝑥𝑡 ) + 𝜉𝑡

(1)

𝑥𝑡 = [𝑥𝑡,1 , 𝑥𝑡,2 , . .. , 𝑥𝑡,𝑛 ]

(2)

𝑔𝑡 = [𝑔𝑡,1 , 𝑔𝑡,2 , . .. , 𝑔𝑡,𝑛 ]

(3)

𝑡 ∈ [0,1, … , 𝑇]

(4)

For a desired output specification defined as 𝑔𝑑 , the objective of the learning problem is to find optimal
design parameters 𝑥 ∗ , subject to the constraint 𝑥 ≼ 𝑥 ∗ ≼ 𝑥 which provides a maximum similarity between
the 𝑔𝑑 and 𝑔𝑡 quantified by a loss function 𝑦 = ℒ(𝑔𝑑 , 𝑔), which was developed in this work of literature
using peak frequency location and band width of the artifact’s spectral response as ℒ = 𝑓(𝑓𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 , 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 ).
Using this loss function, a reward can be generated with the purpose of providing a general cognition
element with feedback regarding the current performance of the sample 𝑔𝑡 compared to the desired
response 𝑔𝑑 . In addition to the loss function, an offline dataset was developed, sampling that the
manufacturing input represents in 50𝜇𝑚 increments, creating the following state space 𝑑 =
[350, 400, … ,550]𝜇𝑚 and 𝑙𝑥𝑦 = [700, 750, … , 1050] 𝜇𝑚. This system was built with the intention of
providing a manufacturing environment and a corresponding optimization problem for the evaluation of
machine learning algorithms, the implementation of which will be discussed in the rest of this work of
literature.
1.2.3 Working principles of the newly developed sample efficient RL algorithms
The pursuit of implementing RL in a manufacturing environment poses its set of challenges, most notably
the sample efficiency, as RL algorithms require massive datasets to train effective policies which in a
High Variable Cost Environment (HVCE) is infeasible as samples are expensive. To address this issue,
two sample-efficient RL algorithms were developed by PhD. Candidate Md. Ferdous Alam, named
Temporal Abstraction in Physics Guided Reinforcement Learning (TAPRL) [3], and Probabilistic Reward
Modeling in Temporal Abstraction in Physics Guided Reinforcement Learning (PRM-TAPRL) [4], with
8

the objective of reducing the number of samples needed to learn an optimal RL policy. For TAPRL, it is
desired that the number of samples required to build an effective policy is on the order of 102 to 103 . For
PRM-TAPRL, an order of 101 is desired.

The first of these algorithms, TAPRL, combines existing independent concepts in the reinforcement
learning community, namely transfer learning, and temporal abstraction. Transfer learning constitutes
learning in an environment called the source, and transferring the learned policy to another environment
called the target environment, which reduces the number of samples needed to build the task policy.
Transfer learning allows the algorithm to avoid low reward regions identified in the source task, and bias
the policy towards regions with higher probability of high reward. Temporal abstraction is also utilized,
which temporally extends courses of action across the state space, calling them options. This allows the
algorithm to jump abstract sequences of actions into a single action, reducing the number of iterations of
state variables to reach a desired region in the state space. To implement the algorithm, the agent is first
trained on a dataset of physics simulations, and the resulting source policy is transferred to the AMSPnC
manufacturing system to aid in decision making. The physics simulations in this case, are not accurate to
the true objective function mapping states to rewards on the AMSPnC, but still contain relevant statistical
trends that are used in the decision-making process. Once the source policy is transferred to the target
task, the algorithm continually updates the existing source policy with reward information from printed
samples, which at the end of training becomes the target policy.

The second algorithm, PRM-TAPRL uses the same concepts as TAPRL and adds probabilistic reward
modeling. The transferred source policy is used to initially sample the state space, while the rewards from
the environment are regressed by a non-parametric probabilistic model called a Gaussian Process model
(GP). The algorithm assigns weights to sampling suggestions from the source policy and GP model,
9

eventually overcoming the bias towards the source policy and creating a decoupled model of the reward
space. After training, the target policy is generated from the GP reward model.

1.3 Research Objectives
•

Bring manufacturing system (AMSPnC) to autonomous experimentation capability
o Apply necessary hardware implementations
o Apply necessary software implementations

•

Experimentally validate sample-efficient reinforcement learning algorithms, TAPRL [3] and
PRM-TAPRL [4]
o Develop a software framework to accommodate general algorithm
o Implement industry standard optimization and RL algorithms as benchmarks studies

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Hardware Implementations
2.1.1 Stepper motor
The AMSPnC, in the state it was inherited, was experiencing undesirable behavior with the DC motor
used to control the bed. The motor was very old and controlled by a PID which tracked its setpoint to a
around a 5% error value which was inconsistent between move commands, as well as distracting to
members of the research lab due to the amount of noise it made. Therefore, the motor was replaced with
a stepper motor which provides simpler, more accurate movement to guarantee consistency in operation
and proper placement of samples in the characterization unit. The lab was in possession of a
SANMOTION branded pancake stepper motor with model number SS2502, the specifications of which
10

were obtained from its datasheet to obtain dimensional data. The stepper motor was desired to be held in
place in the center of the circular printing bed, so a two-piece adapter was designed to fasten the motor to
the mount of the old DC motor. This adapter was machined from aluminum, with its placement on the
AMSPnC and detail drawing shown below.

Figure 3: Motor adapter components and locations on AMSPnC
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Figure 4: Motor adapter detail drawing

The stepper motor was integrated into the software of the AMSPnC using a stepper controller, chosen to
be the ‘Tic T249’ controller. The controller was connected to the PC using a USB cable, with commands
being transferred through the ‘TiccMD command line utility’, which is a software package by Pololu
allowing the stepper to be controlled through the command line in Windows. A controller mount was
additionally designed in SolidWorks, which is shown below.

12

Figure 5: Stepper Controller holder CAD model(left), shown mounted on a wall of the AMSPnC (right)

The control scheme developed for the motor is designed to interface with the the operational loop of the
AMSPnC. The program that runs the AMSPnC in LabVIEW consists of a while loop iterating and
selecting case structures, in which different cases structures had different requirements for motor
functions. For example the first case requires the motor to initialize the stepper home position to select
the starting printing location, while the second case corresponds to an angular motor motion ∆𝜃 in
degrees, in addition to having to wait for the motor to spin the bed. To accommodate this, the software
to control the motor was written in MATLAB for easy integration into LabVIEW, and consisted of
calling the ‘TiccMD’ utility with appropriate commands given a certain use case . In each case, 4
variables could be sent to the MATLAB control module to execute commands that are currently desired,
which is shown the picture below, detailing the flow of information into the controller as well as the
associated actions taken. An image of the code is provided in Appendix A section 1.
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Figure 6: Input diagram for software motor controller
2.1.2 Status light
A status light was implemented into the AMSPnC, allowing an indication of whether an experiment is
running or not. The status light is from the manufacturer Mallory, and is the model Sonalert JT-028 RG.
The light was desired to be controlled in a simple fashion, preferably from the DAQ system that the
AMSPnC uses to interface with the LabVIEW control loop. Once implemented, the light could be
turned on and off using a 5V logic signal. To achieve this, a circuit was designed using relays that allow
the DAQ to control switches that power on either a red or green light. An image of the circuit design is
shown below.
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Figure 7: Wiring and component diagram for JT-028 RG status light

The light was desired to be on while the experiment is running, and off when the experiment is paused
or stopped. LabVIEW functions were developed that allow pausing of the machine which is discussed in
the software implementation section, and the light control is tied into the pause-stop functionality. An
image of the AMSPnC running an experiment with the status light on green is shown below.
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Figure 8: Image of the AMSPnC with visible DAQ and status light

2.2 Software Implementations
2.2.1 Software introduction
It is important to discuss the operating principle of the AMSPnC printing and testing loop, since all the
work done in this paper revolves around the addition of features. The AMSPnC is set up in a while loop
which sequentially goes through 13 different states, where 1 printing cycle constitutes a progression
through all 13 states before looping back and starting a new printing cycle. The functions associated with
each state can be seen in the figure below. The most notable states in this loop, include State 4 where
sample parameters are run through a Gcode generator, and State 13 which is where postprocessing was
implemented.

16

Figure 9: functions (states) constituting one printing cycle in the AMSPnC

This overall structure has been left unmodified through the work done throughout this thesis. This printing
loop is sustained by LabVIEW, which contains a while loop that switches cases through every iteration
while keeping track of loop iterations. This can be considered the AMSPnC master program, and all
implementations are developed around accommodating this structure.

At the time of inheritance in May 2021, the AMSPnC had been used before to generate an offline dataset
and exhibited printing and testing capabilities. However, the system was not prepared to accept an in-line
cognition element that could provide suggestions while printing in loop, and users had to manually input
dimensions to be printed as well as manually organize and postprocess the resulting data. This software
section seeks to outline the modifications made to the AMSPnC that make experimentation with
algorithms possible, as well as provide examples of implementations of these algorithms. The explanation
and adaptation of sample efficient RL algorithms TAPRL and PRM-TAPRL are not discussed, as they are
considered out of the scope of this work.
17

2.2.2 AMSPnC UI and added functionality
The AMSPnC required several modifications before being fully ready for experimentation. The added
functionalities are listed below, and the steps taken to implement each are discussed in their respective
sections.
1. Reference data generation and implementation
2. Automated Postprocessing + file organization +reward generation
3. Rework of UI

1 – Reference data generation and implementation
At the time of inheritance, it had been a while since the AMSPnC was used for research purposes, and it
had undergone various physical disturbances such as the change of clamping force that was holding
samples down during testing, as well as switching out of acoustic couplant on the tester that is meant to
allow acoustic waves to pass through with minimal disturbance. To have accurate reference data for the
experiment, new reference data was obtained. The printing bed contains 12 locations which are rotated to
the extrusion head for printing and then the characterization unit for testing. A sample made of Rexolite
plastic was used to obtain reference data in each of the locations over 3 trials. An averaging script was
created to average all three trials, found in Appendix B, section 2. This reference data was then stored in
folders, and the LabVIEW was modified to pull location specific reference data for samples in a printing
cycle. The averaged reference data for each location is shown in the below graphs.
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Figure 10: Reference sample data, showing averaged data and Trial 1(Positions 1-6)

Figure 11: Reference sample data, showing Trial 2 and Trial 3 (Positions 1-6)
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Figure 12: Reference sample data, showing averaged data and Trial 1(Positions 7-12)

Figure 13: Reference sample data, showing Trial 2 and Trial 3 (Positions 7-12)

2 – Automated Postprocessing +file organization+ reward generation
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The AMSPnC initially lacked automated postprocessing, which is required of the machine in order to be
able to provide sample data to a learning agent and obtain the next sample to print. After samples are
printed and characterized, the testing unit pulses 13 different frequencies in the 1-5MHz range, and the
receiving transducer is read by the AMSPnC, dumping the time domain data into a folder. The first step
in automating the postprocessing, was to place test data in their own respective folders for every sample.
LabVIEW structures were set up that generated custom strings based on sample dimension information,
experiment name, trial name in order to organize testing data and make it available for storage and
postprocessing.

State 13 of the printing cycle was reserved for postprocessing, and a MATLAB script node was added to
LabVIEW, able to transfer variables between the softwares. A portion of State 13 is shown in LabVIEW.
The MATLAB script node receives directory information on where the test files for the current printing
cycle are located. The saved test data is in the form of a time domain signal that needs to be turned into a
transfer function. It is read by the State 13 script node and matched with the reference sample data
corresponding to the current printing location. Both the time domain sample data and reference data are
run through a Fourier transform to obtain the frequency domain, and the data for each frequency is merged
using frequency localizing basis functions to make up the transmission band in the 1-5MHz range. The
transfer function is generated by dividing the frequency domain data of the sample signal and the reference
signal. Figures are generated automatically and saved in respective folders for archive purposes. The
merging signals code has been developed in previous research and is implemented to be executed
autonomously. A portion of the State 13 postprocessing script node can be seen below, which uses a
LabVIEW-MATLAB script node interface to pass variables between the two softwares.
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Figure 14: Portion of State 13 in LabVIEW, showing postprocessing script node, along with variables
passed from LabVIEW to MATLAB and back

The transfer function that was generated is then run through a loss function also developed in prior
research, that constructs a reward from the sample transfer function by finding the peak transmission
frequency as well as the bandwidth and comparing it against the desired peak frequency and bandwidth
specified by the user of the machine.
The loss function that is implemented defined in the equation below, where ℓ𝑓 is the normalized difference
between the experimentally obtained center frequency 𝑓𝑐,𝑎 and desired center frequency 𝑓𝑐,𝑑 . The loss ℓ𝑤
Represents the normalized difference between the actual bandwidth 𝑤𝑎 and desired bandwidth 𝑤𝑎 . The
overall loss function is a weighted sum of the two components using coefficient 𝛼.

ℓ(𝑦𝑑 , 𝑦𝑎 ) = 𝛼ℓ𝑓 + ℓ𝑤

(5)
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ℓ𝑓 =

|𝑓𝑐,𝑎 − 𝑓𝑐,𝑑 |
𝑓𝑐,𝑑

ℓ𝑤 =

(6)

|𝑤𝑎 − 𝑤𝑑 |
𝑤𝑑

The desired peak frequency and bandwidth are specified by the user, as well as the baseline
used to calculate the reward. In all experiments, this baseline was to be chosen as 1, meaning
the highest reward a sample can achieve is 1. Additionally, the weights in the loss function
are set so that ℓ𝑓 and ℓ𝑤 are weighted the same, meaning one is not prioritized over the
other. This postprocessed reward is required for each iteration to feed the cognition element
a reward that can be used in intelligently selecting the next sample.

A diagram showing the flow of information testing to the reward generation is shown below.
The full code used for postprocessing can be found in Appendix B, section 1.

Figure 15: Postprocessing flow diagram for reward generation

3 – Rework of UI
The part of the AMSPnC that is interacted with while setting up and monitoring experiments, is the UI.
The old UI of the machine, consisted of PID controls and motor monitoring indicators. An image of the
old UI is provided below for visual reference.
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Figure 16: Previous UI, containing vestigial DC motor control elements

Most of the UI elements were removed, as the DC motor became irrelevant with the inclusion of the
stepper. In the reworked UI information about the current sample’s dimensions being printed, the most
recent reward obtained, and user-inputs for reward generation parameters such as peak frequency and
height which are fed into postprocessing are provided. Additionally, experiment pausing and stopping
functionality is added that includes safety features such as turning off all electronic components and
clamping the bed from moving. Sample counters are also included, with the ability to start the experiment
at a specific sample number and location, allowing the stopping of experiments to troubleshoot issues, and
resuming experimentation from where it was left off. The directories in the whole AMSPnC file system
are made global variables, to allow multiple users to easily adapt the algorithm to run on their accounts
and input file paths on the UI. Buttons were added that allow the user to skip waiting periods, printing,
and testing, allowing functionality to be chosen as desired. Lastly, a function was added to pause the
experiment every 12 samples printed, as not to interfere with samples still stuck to the bed, followed by
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notifying lab members over e-mail that the printing bed is full and needs to have the samples removed.
An image of the new UI containing these features is shown below.

Figure 17: New UI, containing added algorithm-monitoring and experimentation features

2.2.3 Cognition element framework

The AMSPnC is desired to be guided by a cognition element that can suggest samples to the AMSPnC,
and use testing data to learn and make an intelligent decision for what to print next. In the AMSPnC
printing cycle, State 4 is originally where Gcode is generated before it is sent to be printed in State 5.
Therefore, State 4 was chosen as where the algorithm would be queried for process parameters, which can
be used to generate the Gcode. State 13 was chosen to be the state at which testing data would be sent to
the cognition element and used to update the model that is used to suggest samples. An image of this
process flow can be seen below, with State 4 and State 13 tied to the cognition element.
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Figure 18: Locations in printing-testing cycle that correspond to communicating with algorithm

Between the sample-suggestion and testing state, there is a process delay of around 40 minutes that is
reserved for the sample to be printed, cooled and then tested and postprocessed into a reward. To
account for this process delay, the general cognition element was split into two parts. The first part is
called the ‘run feedback’ section, where the model that the cognition element is employing can be
analyzed using algorithm-specific methods to suggest an optimal sampling location. This suggested
sampling location is then passed back to the AMSPnC, and used to generate the Gcode for the sample.

In theory, the postprocessing could have been implemented right before the sample suggestions in State
4, performing the postprocessing calculations and feeding the algorithm the reward right before the next
parameters are suggested. However, this would cause problems with the variables used in iterative
learning to keep track of variables, since at the time samples are suggested, the AMSPnC is has already
transitioned into the next printing cycle and thus the next iteration of manufacturing parameters,
meaning it would have to index variables from a previous printing cyces, bringing the number of
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printing cycles to keep track in memory to a number of 3. In one printing cycle which is made up of a
progression through State 1 through State 13, the algorithm refers to the current iteration of
manufacturing parameters and respective action taken for the next state as 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑎𝑡 respectively, as well
using the manufacturing parameters and actions for the next iteration 𝑥𝑡+1 and 𝑎𝑡+1. To keep these
variables contained to their respective printing cycles and avoid having to reference variables from more
than, all functions of the algorithm needed for one printing cycle are contained to that printing cycle.

In the postprocessing section in State 13, the reward that is generated from the test data is passed to the
cognition element, so that it is able to use the reward to update the model that is being used. This section
of the algorithm is named ‘run update’. In the case of Q-learning, this can be a Q-table or in the case of
Bayesian Optimization, it is a Gaussian Process model. The code for postprocessing given in the
previous section includes the documented connection to the algorithm, in Appendix B, section 1. The
flow of information exchanged between the AMSPnC and algorithm is shown visualized below.

Figure 19: Visualized hardware, postprocessing and algorithm interactions in AMSPnC
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The cognition element was desired to be a separate element from the AMSPnC in the form of a module
that can be swapped out. Python was chosen as the programming language to write the cognition
element in, as it is widely used in machine learning applications and contains numerous helpful libraries.
A python package framework was established, using structures that would remain consistent over
various cognition elements to allow the AMSPnC to communicate with the cognition element.

The python cognition element structure was established to have an ‘Algorithm’ folder containing two
components of an algorithm split into the run feedback and run update functions. A ‘Data’ folder is
established for the algorithm to pass information from one printing iteration to the next. A
‘Visualizations folder’ is also created to house visualization tools, such as generating graphs to indicate
the algorithm’s sampling history and visualize the model being used, with a ‘Figures’ folder housing the
algorithm-generated figures. A ‘Lib’ folder is also included to allow custom libraries to be used in
algorithms, such as ‘Scikit learn’ for Bayesian Optimization. An visualization of this package structure
is shown below.

Figure 20: Python framework for general cognition element
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The code that is used to interface with the ‘run feedback’ section of the algorithm and generate Gcode
from the algorithm suggestion can be found in Appendix B, section 3.

2.2.4 Development of benchmark algorithms
To demonstrate that the general cognition element framework is in fact general, it is desired to fit a
multitude of learning algorithms to this structure. The ability to test a multitude of learning algorithms
will also provide performance benchmarks that the sample efficient RL algorithms can be compared
against. The two algorithms that are chosen to be implemented are Q-learning and Bayesian optimization.

Tabular Q-learning

Q-learning is a standard example of reinforcement learning, and since the sample-efficient RL algorithms
use tabular storage of value function for corresponding states, the most basic implementation of RL using
this same principle is desired as a benchmark, picked to be tabular Q-learning.

Q-learning can be framed as a Markov Decision Process. The Markov decision process is expressed as a
5-element tuple shown below, with 𝑋 representing the state-space, 𝐴 as the action space, 𝑅 as the reward
function, 𝑃 the transition probability that describes condition probability that a given action will result in
a given state 𝑝(𝑥𝑡+1 |𝑥𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ), and finally 𝛾 as a discount factor in the range [0 1].

𝑀 = ⟨𝑋, 𝐴, 𝑅, 𝑃, 𝛾⟩

(7)

This formalism assumes the agent is in a current state 𝑥𝑡 at timestep 𝑡, and based off some policy 𝜋 it takes
a decision to move to state 𝑥𝑡+1 through interacting with its environment and taking action 𝑎𝑡 . Once the
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next state 𝑥𝑡+1 is reached, a reward 𝑅𝑡 is obtained commonly in the form of a standard numeric value. We
define the reward in the form 𝑅(𝑥𝑡 ), where it is a function of the current state it is in. The goal of the MDP
is to maximize the accumulation of rewards in the policy it generates. The accumulation of rewards can
be modified by a discount factor to weigh future rewards less than current rewards as well as constrain the
rewards to be finite, all of which is expressed as the return, which at timestep t takes the form below.

∞

𝐺𝑡𝜋

2

(1)

𝑘

= 𝑅𝑡 + 𝛾𝑅𝑡+1 + 𝛾 𝑅𝑡+2 + ⋯ = ∑ 𝛾 𝑅𝑡+𝑘
𝑡=0

To maximize the return, the sequence of actions that provides the highest return is chosen. The actions are
chosen according to a policy 𝜋: 𝑋 → 𝐴, so to choose the optimal actions an optimal policy 𝜋 ∗ is desired.
To build this optimal policy, we must be able to identify whether a state 𝑥𝑡 is good or bad, so it is assigned
a value through the value function defined for some policy, in which the expectation of the return is taken
to account for stochasticity of the rewards. This is shown below

∞
𝜋

𝜋

2

𝜋

𝑉 (𝑋) = 𝔼 {𝑅𝑡 + 𝛾𝑅𝑡+1 + 𝛾 𝑅𝑡+2 + ⋯ |𝑥} = 𝔼 {∑ 𝛾 𝑘 𝑅𝑡+𝑘 }

(8)

𝑡=0

However, this value function definition only takes in the rewards given certain states. It is better to assign
value based on action and state to give weight to the navigation of the state space using actions, and to
take into account the reward which in this case is a function of action as well as state. Therefore, an actionvalue function can be defined known as Q-values, which represents the quality of action taken from a
given state 𝑥, defined below.
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∞

𝑄

𝜋 (𝑋,

𝑎) =

𝔼𝜋 [𝐺𝑡 |𝑥, 𝑎]

𝜋

2

𝜋

= 𝔼 {𝑅𝑡 + 𝛾𝑅𝑡+1 + 𝛾 𝑅𝑡+2 + ⋯ |𝑥, 𝑎} = 𝔼 {∑ 𝛾 𝑘 𝑅𝑡+𝑘 |𝑥, 𝑎}

(9)

𝑡=0

In order to bring this Q-value function into a form that is able to be approximated in a computational
algorithm, we use the value function definition 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑋) = 𝔼𝜋 {𝑅𝑡 + 𝛾𝐺𝑡+1 |𝑥} in the process below and
obtain a recursive formula for Q-values, where the expectation operator 𝔼𝜋 condenses into the transition
probability 𝔼𝜋 = 𝑝(𝑎, 𝑥, 𝑥′) defining the probability that a given action in a given state 𝑥 will transition
to the desired state 𝑥′, which in this implementation will always be equal to 1. This gives us the recursive
formula shown below.

𝑄 𝜋 (𝑥, 𝑎) = 𝔼𝜋 {𝑅𝑡 + 𝛾𝐺𝑡+1 |𝑥, 𝑎}

(10)

𝑄 𝜋 (𝑥, 𝑎) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑥′)[𝑟(𝑥, 𝑎) + 𝛾 ∑ 𝜋(𝑎′ ′ |𝑥 ′ )𝑄 𝜋 (𝑥′, 𝑎′)

(11)

𝑥′

𝑎′

This recursive formula is now in a form where it can be used in a tabular Q-learning algorithm. In the
table, each state is split into an array that is the length of the action space and contains Q-values
corresponding to each action given the state. The action state in this implementation corresponds to
performing an action by incrementing, decrementing, or keeping constant the manufacturing inputs 𝑙𝑥𝑦
and 𝑑, all possible combinations of which when applied to both inputs, gives an action space of size 9.
This recursive formula, by itself, will always take the action in a given state that corresponds to
maximizing future rewards, max (𝑄𝑡 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )). When training this algorithm, this poses a problem because
Q-values are all initialized as 0. Additionally, following this recursive formula the algorithm is always
prompted to maximize the future reward with no regard for exploration. In order to introduce exploration,
the Epsilon-Greedy Action Selection policy is used which allows the algorithm to explore. An exploration
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probability is assigned as the variable 𝜀 which defines a probability that the agent will explore instead of
exploit the max (𝑄𝑡 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )) value.
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (1 − 𝜀) → max (𝑄𝑡 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ))

(12)

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝜀) → random action 𝑎

For implementation in the AMSPnC, an algorithm is constructed following the framework established in
the previous section. The first section of the algorithm is called when the AMSPnC is preparing to print a
sample in the AMSPnC State 4 of the manufacturing loop and queries the algorithm for a sample
dimension suggestion. The algorithm uses the Epsilon Greedy Action Value to randomly decide whether
to explore in the next iteration or continue to exploit rewards to build its policy. The resulting state that is
chosen, is fed to the AMSPnC as a sample suggestion. A pseudocode of the “run feedback” section of the
Q-learning algorithm can be found below.
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Figure 21: Section of Q-learning algorithm that returns suggested printing location

The second part of the algorithm is called in the postprocessing step of the AMSPnC, in State 13. This
portion of the algorithm takes the postprocessed reward that is generated from the current timestep of the
experiment and updates the Q-values in the Q-table for the given state and action.
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Figure 22: Section of Q-learning algorithm that updates value functions in Q-table

Full documentation of the Q-learning code structured to fit the cognition element framework can be
found in Appendix C, section 1.

Bayesian Optimization

A strong contender that rivals iterative learning algorithms in autonomous manufacturing are optimization
algorithms, as shown in the literature review section where an additive manufacturing system had its
output performance optimized through means of Bayesian Optimization. To provide this standard of
comparison, a Bayesian Optimization cognition element is desired, and is therefore developed as a
cognition element module for the AMSPnC.

Bayesian Optimization (BO) consists of two components. The first is a continuous surrogate model that
is built from sampling an objective function at certain states. The second part consists of an acquisition
function, that takes the surrogate model as its input and determines which state is worth exploring next.
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In the case of this implementation of BO, a Gaussian Process is chosen as the surrogate model, and an
Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) function is chosen as the acquisition function.

The surrogate model is chosen to be a Gaussian Process, which is defined as random process where any
point 𝑥𝜖ℝ𝑑 is assigned to a random variable for which the distribution of a finite number of these variables
is Gaussian. An intuitive explanation for the construction of the surrogate model is shown below, where
the model begins at a 0 mean and an initial variance, modeling the space in which sample functions of the
random process reside shown in RGB colors. As samples are obtained from the true objective function,
the model is updated with the random samples and begins to take the shape of the objective function. As
data is obtained, the random variables (slices of GP) fit the obtained sample data, forcing the random
samples of the process to be constrained to the true normal distributions at the sampled variables,
eventually generating a model that contains frequently sampled regions of low variance, and sparsely
sampled regions of high variance where the objective function maximum could reside.
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Figure 23: Sequence of regressing a gaussian process as it is iteratively sampled, which constrains the
objective function to approximate the true objective function as samples are added.

Figure 24: A slice of the gaussian process at a certain state, represents a gaussian distribution at that
state

A gaussian process is fully defined by a mean function and a kernel function describing the covariance
of the GP random variables, which also defines the smoothness and shape of the GP model. A variety of
kernels are available for use in many different scenarios, and in this work a Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel is chosen as it is the most popular and simple to use kernel. The RBF kernel contains two
hyperparameters, ℓ and 𝜎𝑥𝑥 which describe the length scale (smoothness) and initial variance of the
model.
𝐾𝑅𝐵𝐹 (𝑋, 𝑋 ′ ) = ℓ ∗ exp (

−|𝑥 − 𝑥′ |2
)
𝜎𝑥𝑥

(13)
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Given a training dataset with function values 𝑓 at inputs 𝑋, a GP can be regressed that can be used to
make predictions 𝑓∗ at new inputs 𝑋∗. The following equations used to regress the gaussian process,
where 𝒩(𝜇, 𝜎) denotes a normal gaussian distribution, and 𝐾∗ = 𝐾𝑅𝐵𝐹 (𝑋, 𝑋∗ ) denotes the correlation
matrix between previous input 𝑋 and new inputs 𝑋∗. Lastly, the autocorrelation matrix of the new inputs
𝑋∗ is defined as 𝐾∗∗ = 𝐾𝑅𝐵𝐹 (𝑋∗ , 𝑋∗ ).
𝑓
𝐾 𝐾∗
] = 𝒩(0, [ 𝑇
])
𝑓∗
𝐾∗ 𝐾∗∗

(14)

𝑝(𝑓∗ |𝑋∗ , 𝑋, 𝑓) = 𝒩(𝑓∗ |𝜇∗ , Σ∗ )

(15)

𝜇∗ = 𝐾∗𝑇 𝐾 −1 𝑓

(16)

Σ∗ = 𝐾∗∗ − 𝐾∗𝑇 𝐾 −1 𝐾∗

(17)

[

A gaussian process regressor was developed by hand. However, in actual implementation of BO into the
machine, Google’s Scikit Learn is used to regress the GP because it allows for automatic optimization of
hyperparameters in the kernel function.

The Acquisition function in this case, is chosen as an Upper Confidence Bound, whose output value
represents the point in the state space at which the mean and variance of the gaussian distribution suggest
that the global optimum of the objective function could be present. The mean and variance are weighted
by a hyperparameter, 𝜆 described as the exploration weight, which can be tuned to condition the function
to favor high variance regions or high-mean regions. This is shown in the equation below.

𝑎(𝑥, 𝜆) = 𝜇(𝑥) + 𝜆𝜎(𝑥)

(18)
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In the implementation of this acquisition function, the hyperparameter 𝜆 was designed to be dependent on
the sampling iteration of the algorithm, allowing for the algorithm to heavily weight exploring in the initial
stages of the experiment, and then over time decrease the exploration weight until the iteration of
convergence, where the algorithm will sample the highest region of reward it has found so far.

A BO algorithm was developed following the AMSPnC cognition element framework. The first
component consists of the “Run feedback” section, where the AMSPnC queries the algorithm for sampling
suggestions. When this section of the algorithm is called, it draws upon previous sampling states and the
reward values associated with the sampled states to regresses a GP model on the currently available data.
The UCB acquisition function is then called, which computes the upper confidence bound of every point
in the gaussian process that is available for sampling, namely the discretized state space intervals
comprised of elements 𝑑 = [0.35, … ,0.6]𝑚𝑚 and 𝑙𝑥𝑦 = [0.7, … ,1.05]𝑚𝑚. The suggested state for this
possible global maximum is returned to the AMSPnC for printing and testing. A pseudocode describing
this algorithm can be observed below.
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Figure 25: Section of BO algorithm that returns suggested sampling location to AMSPnC

Figure 26: Section of BO algorithm that updates stored experiment data for regression in next iteration

Full documentation of the BO code structured to fit the cognition element framework can be found in
Appendix C, section 2.
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The Bayesian Optimizer was first tested using the AMSPnC offline dataset in place of the
manufacturing environment, adding gaussian noise with a variance of 0.5 for every sample taken. A
Gaussian Process regressed on the offline dataset with no noise is shown below.

Figure 27: Gaussian Process regressed over offline sample dataset, used for comparison

The exploration hyperparameter in the optimizer, in this test was tuned so that the algorithm converged
at 40 samples and was able to generate a GP that resembles the offline test data qualitatively well and is
able to effectively model high reward regions in as few samples as possible. The construction of the GP
over 40 iterations can be observed in the image shown below. For experiments, the exploration factor is
set to converge at 24 samples.
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Figure 28: Gaussian Process generated by Bayesian Optimizer sampling offline dataset with noise,
iterations 10, 20, and 40 respectively.

2.3 Algorithm evaluation procedure
The sample-efficient RL algorithms that are to be tested against the benchmarks developed in the previous
section, are designed to be able to converge to a high-reward sample in a small number of samples. As
discussed in the literature review section, the TAPRL is expected to take on the order of 102 − 103
samples to develop an effective policy, and the PRM-TAPRL is expected to be on the order of 101
samples.

Following a standard DOE approach, multiple trials are set up for each algorithm, and each trial is set to
have different initial conditions from which the algorithms will be trained and executed. The set of initial
conditions are desired to be spread out in the state space, to test the algorithms’ ability to navigate towards
a high reward region given any initial condition. The first initial condition for Trial 1 is chosen to be
𝑑, 𝑙𝑥𝑦 = [500 , 750]𝜇𝑚, for Trial 2 the IC’s are chosen as 𝑑, 𝑙𝑥𝑦 = [400 , 1000]𝜇𝑚, and for Trial 3
𝑑, 𝑙𝑥𝑦 = [400 , 800]𝜇𝑚. The figure below shows a visualization of where the Initial conditions are
located.
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Figure 29: Location of IC’s in AMSPnC state space

Algorithms to be tested are trained 3 times starting from the state in the corresponding initial conditions.
Due to the amount of manufacturing time needed to print samples, and the amount of trials that need to
be run, the training limit per trial was drawn at 24 samples.

After training and building a task policy over 24 samples, the task policies are evaluated by switching
the data feedback and exploration parameters on the cognition element off, and letting the algorithm take
actions guided by its policy starting from the IC’s. This policy is allowed to run for 5 iterations, where
rewards are collected and compared, and the sampling behavior is analyzed.

In addition to evaluating the task policies generated from training the algorithms on the AMSPnC, the
source policy generated from training on physics simulations and used for decision making in the
sample-efficient RL algorithms is also tested, under the name “offline execution”. This provides an
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additional benchmark to pure transfer learning, where a source policy is trained on a source task and the
knowledge is directly transferred to a target task.

The algorithms that have been trained and evaluated include: Tabular Q-learning, Bayesian
Optimization, TAPRL [3], PRM-TAPRL[4], as well as pure transfer learning. A visualization of the
testing procedure is included below.

Figure 30: Visualization of testing procedure

3. RESULTS
3.1 Training algorithms
In this section, the results obtained from training the algorithms will be discussed qualitatively.
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The samples that have been printed while training the algorithms have been archived and labeled, as shown
in the figure below, grouped into trials and labeled by algorithm type. Each algorithm that is being tested
is trained for 24 samples each, with 3 trials conducted for each algorithm with respective initial conditions.

Figure 31: Samples used to train algorithms grouped in batches of 24, 3 trials each

A figure that will be constantly referred to during this section, is the reward map generated by the offline
AMSPnC dataset. This Offline dataset has not been used for training algorithms, and is only used as a
point as comparison to see what region in the state space the algorithms are sampling during training. An
image is provided below, of the offline dataset in 3D and 2D.
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Figure 32: 2D reward map suggested by offline dataset, used for interpreting results

3.1.1 Benchmark algorithms
“Offline Execution” direct source policy transfer
The pure transfer learning policy has been previously generated by training on Finite Element Methods
(FEM) physics simulations using only one initial condition. This is not an algorithm that can be trained
on the AMSPnC, but a policy that can be executed. This policy is executed for 24 samples, where it follows
its learned source policy from physics simulations to the region of highest reward, that the physics
simulations suggest. Three trials were not necessary for this test because initial conditions do not matter
in this case, since the algorithm has been trained on the physics simulations until the entire Q-table has
been filled with optimal Q-values, which should guide the algorithm to the high reward region suggested
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by the simulations regardless of the ICs chosen, which is expected at 𝑥 = [450,900]𝜇𝑚. The policy was
run for 24 iterations to prove that it would continuously sample the same region in the state space.

The figure shown below shows the offline execution policy run for 24 samples.

Figure 33: Reward data for 24 samples generated by pure transfer learning from a source task

The rewards over time can be seen to not deviate by a large amount. The dip into the negative reward
region corresponds to a manufacturing defect. A figure showing the sampling pattern of the algorithm
can be seen shown below.
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Figure 34: Suggested sample locations in state space overlayed onto offline dataset

Starting off from the initial condition, the algorithm takes steps towards a high reward region in the state
space suggested by the physics simulations, and continues to sample the same location following the
trained source policy as there is no exploration parameter and no feedback from the machine, which
means it is behaving exactly as expected.

Tabular Q-learning
The tabular Q-learning algorithm is trained over three trials, and the rewards obtained during the training
period can be seen below. Error bars are fitted using standard error at an 80% confidence interval. Several
dips can be seen in reward that go below 0, which correspond to manufacturing defects weighting the
average down with negative rewards.
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Figure 35: Training rewards for Tabular Q-learning over 3 trials

In the table below, the samples the algorithm suggests in the state space are shown, along with the initial
conditions that are unique to each trial.
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Figure 36: Suggested Q-learning sample locations in state space over 3 trials

This sampling data is overlayed onto the offline dataset to see the reward regions that the algorithm is
sampling in, which is shown in the image below.

Figure 37: Suggested Q-learning training sample locations overlayed onto offline dataset

It can be observed that the algorithm samples the state space indiscriminately as guided by its greedy
epsilon action, with no preference for high or low rewards. This is due to the fact that the tabular Q49

learning algorithm has not previously been trained, and its Q-table must be filled with values before an
effective policy is generated.
Bayesian Optimization

*Bayesian optimization has not yet been trained at the time of this writing, but the is currently undergoing
testing and will be used to publish results in AMSPnC experimental validation paper*

3.1.2 Sample efficient RL algorithms
TAPRL
The TAPRL algorithm is also trained over three trials, and the rewards obtained during the training period
can be seen in the figure below. Error bars are again fitted using standard error at an 80% confidence
interval. Several dips can be seen in reward that go below 0, which correspond to manufacturing defects
weighting the average down with negative rewards.

Figure 38: Training rewards for TAPRL over 3 trials

The sampling behavior of the algorithm is visualized in the figure below.
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Figure 39: Suggested TAPRL sample locations in state space over 3 trials
It can be seen that the algorithm, once a favorable state is found, samples heavily in that region as shown
by the darkness of the sampling points in the figure. There are still points far away from the IC and
heavily sampled regions that are chosen through random selection by greedy epsilon, but the algorithm
tends to find and stick to a high reward region. These sampling regions can be found overlayed on the
offline dataset below.
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Figure 40: Suggested TAPRL training sample locations overlayed onto offline dataset
In all three trials, the algorithm seems to have found a high reward region as suggested by the algorithm,
repeatedly sampling the high reward region and biasing its policy towards it. A notable improvement
can be seen over regular tabular Q-learning, which was shown to sample indiscriminately.

PRM-TAPRL
PRM TAPRL was trained over 24 samples, and the average rewards obtained during the training period
are shown below.
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Figure 41: Training rewards for PRM-TAPRL over 3 trials

For each trial, the PRM-TAPRL uses the source policy to suggest samples, after which it uses the
reward data to build a probabilistic reward model using a gaussian process. The gaussian process
generated for Trial 1 is shown below. Subsequent sampling suggestions are derived from suggestions
from the source policy as well as the reward model, with both being weighted into the sampling decision
for the next sample, which also allows for a greater degree of exploration.
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Figure 42: Suggested PRM-TAPRL sample locations in state space over 3 trials

Contrary to TAPRL, the source policy used to suggest samples is not used in building the task policy.
Instead at the end of the experiment a task policy is trained using the Gaussian Process reward model.
This allows the task policy to be decoupled from the source policy, and therefore free of its bias. A
Gaussian Process generated by the PRM-TAPRL algorithm for Trial 1 can be seen in the figure below.
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Figure 43: Gaussian Process model generated by PRM-TAPRL Trial 1

In only one trial, the Gaussian Process generated by the PRM-TAPRL algorithm is able to map every
high reward region suggested by the offline dataset.

Training rewards combined
The training rewards obtained over the three trials are averaged together for each of the tested algorithms
and plotted in a figure to analyze the reward progression, shown below.

Figure 44: Training rewards over 24 samples for each algorithm averaged over 3 trials
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Some printed samples can be observed obtaining negative rewards. The negative reward region in this
application, corresponds to either very bad samples or manufacturing defects. The manufacturing defects
were kept in the data and training in order to test the algorithms’ robustness to outliers.

3.2 Policy Evaluation
To obtain numerical results for algorithm performance, the target task policies generated from training the
algorithms are implemented by turning feedback and exploration completely off, letting the trained policy
guide the sample suggestions. For each trial, the algorithms are set to the trial-specific initial conditions
they were trained off, and allowed to run for 3 trials consisting of 5 samples. The rewards for the sequence
of suggestions are averaged to provide a numerical quantity that the algorithms can be compared by.
Bayesian optimization, at the time of the writing of this thesis, has not yet been evaluated on the AMSPnC.
The figure below shows a comparison of rewards obtained, averaged over three trials and different initial
conditions for each algorithm.
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Figure 45: Bar chart for policy execution rewards for each algorithm averaged over 3 trials

From these results, PRM-TAPRL is able to consistently suggest higher rewards than the benchmark
algorithms after being trained for 24 samples, which verifies the applicability of this algorithm in a High
Variable Cost Environment (HVCE).
TAPRL did not perform as expected and fell behind the benchmark algorithm of Q-learning, and
continually suggested that matched the same sample that the offline execution policy suggested. This is
an indication that the number of training samples was not enough to overcome the source policy bias.
Therefore, it can be concluded that PRM-TAPRL simply needs more samples to develop an effective
policy in a manufacturing environment. In simulations it was estimated to be on the order of 100 to 1000
samples.
The tabular Q-learning benchmark performed better than the TAPRL algorithm in this case, and its
performance is attributed to the greater amount of exploration it was able to achieve through its training,
as well as the heavy bias of the TAPRL towards its source policy.
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The offline execution benchmark performed exactly as expected, suggesting the same sample at 𝑑, 𝑙𝑥𝑦 =
[450,900]𝜇𝑚 for each trial and each iteration, because this location is where the maximum reward
obtained from the physics simulation lies.
Another plot of the algorithm performance is shown below as a line chart, where the reward progression
over the 5 evaluation samples can be seen averaged over three trials. Again, it can be observed that PRMTAPRL continually suggests favorable samples that are high in reward.

Figure 46: Line plot for policy execution rewards for each algorithm averaged over 3 trials

4. CONCLUSION
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In this project an existing additive manufacturing system called the AMSPnC was upgraded so that a
multitude of machine learning algorithms could be tested and experimentally verified. A framework was
developed to accommodate a general cognition element, and two benchmark algorithms, Q-learning and
Bayesian Optimization, were written adhering to the framework structure to provide a standard of
comparison for the sample-efficient RL algorithms.

Experiments were performed to train the benchmark and sample-efficient algorithms, followed by testing
them. The training consisted of printing 24 samples over three trials and initial conditions to provide
feedback to the algorithms and build policies, followed by an evaluation of the policies consisting of
printing 5 samples for initial condition-specific trials, after which the testing rewards were analyzed to
draw conclusions on the performance of the algorithms.

The benchmark algorithms performed as they were expected to, and were not able to develop policies that
consistently suggest high reward samples within a 24-sample training period.

The sample-efficient RL algorithms developed by Md. Ferdous Alam were experimentally verified against
these benchmarks. The PRM-TAPRL algorithm was able to thoroughly explore the state space in its
training phase to build a Gaussian Process model which in turn gave an effective policy during the testing
phase, printing the highest reward sample consistently throughout its trials. The TAPRL algorithm
exhibited promising training behavior, able to locate high reward regions close to its initial conditions.
However during testing the algorithm did not perform as desired, suggesting samples determined by the
physics simulations to be high-reward, but not reflected in real printed samples, which is a behavior
attributed to the low amount of training samples not being able to overcome the heavy bias of the source
policy without more samples.
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At the end of this project, the AMSPnC is now able to interface with any general cognition element to
suggest samples and receive feedback in an autonomous loop, meaning the machine is ready to be used in
the future to further test different types of optimization algorithms that are desired to be observed in a
manufacturing environment. Additionally, several algorithms have been developed within the framework
of the AMSPnC, giving a variety of benchmark algorithms that can be used to evaluate performance of
future algorithms.

5. FUTURE WORK
5.1 Increase in dimensionality
5.1.1 Gcode generation
This AMSPnC has been used to verify the applicability of sample efficient RL algorithms to a
manufacturing environment. However, the manufacturing input on the AMSPnC consists only of 2
variables, which in Machine Learning is not a large amount of parameters to optimize. The scalability of
the algorithms is also desired to be proven in a future work, and therefore an additional manufacturing
input was desired to be added. This additional manufacturing input, will also be able to optimize the
response of the samples more efficiently. The reward that is generated in the AMSPnC after testing, is a
function of bandwidth 𝑤𝑏 and center frequency 𝑓𝑏 .

The additional manufacturing input was chosen to be an angle 𝜃. In the regular AMSPnC samples, lines
used to make up layers are perpendicular to each other between layers, forming a 90 degree angle when
viewed from the top, and making up a square grid. The addition of the angle parameter, would allow the
shift of one layer relative to the other by the angle 𝜃. The AMSPnC is desired to be able to autonomously
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generate this new 3-parameter PnC sample and print it, therefore the section of the Gcode generator that
is used in the AMSPnC to generate extruder waypoints and tavel move extrusion amounts was rewritten.
An image of the angled sample can be shown below highlighting the additional manufacturing input.

Figure 47: 2-parameter PnC vs 3-parameter PnC
In previous research work on the AMSPnC, work was done on creating a Gcode generator, that is able to
generate waypoints and write the waypoints to a Gcode file readable by the AMSPnC printer. To add a
new parameter, the waypoint generator was reworked, and replaced with a program that is able to alternate
between angled layers and horizontal oriented layers. A pseudocode for this program is shown below,
with the full code provided in Appendix D
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Figure 48: 3-parameter Gcode generator pseudocode

In order to verify that the angled parameter does indeed affect the sample spectrum a pilot study was
performed by printing the angled samples and testing them for acoustic transmission, with the results
analyzed to see whether there is an effect on the sample spectrum. It was found that changing the angle
while keeping the other parameters constant changed the location peak frequency center reliably, which
is demonstrated in the plot shown in Appendix D, where the new gcode generator was used to print the
angled PnC samples at different angle values to analyze the behavior.
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5.2 Manufacturing error model
5.2.1 Manufacturing error introduction
The gcode generator in the AMSPnC system is queried after the cognition element has decided on desired
sample dimensions to be printed in the current sample iteration, bridging the gap between the algorithm
output and the 3D printer.

The gcode generator traces out the path of the extruder head, calculates necessary extrusion amounts for
filament, applies starting height and position adjustments to sample in order to accomodate printer chassis
modifications, then translates this information into a Gcode file formatted in marlin-griffin, readable by
the Ultimaker S5 printer. It is important to understand how the extrusion amount for a travel move is
approximated in this generator, since this introduces a degree of error between desired dimensions and
actual printed dimensions. Assuming constant velocity printing, a control volume is modeled around the
extrusion head. The filament is pushed into the control volume at a velocity 𝑉𝑓 with a cross sectional area
𝐴𝑓 The extrusion head will lay down filament on the printing bed with a nozzle, with the extruded filament
called "track" exiting the control volume through the nozzle at speed 𝑉𝑡 and cross-sectional area 𝐴𝑡 . In
order to calculate the required extrusion amount to obtain desired track dimensions, which the Gcode
format specifies in units (mm), the areas 𝐴𝑓 and 𝐴𝑡 need to be known. The area of the filaments given by
𝑑

2

𝜋 ( 2𝑓 ) , where 𝑑𝑓 is provided by the manufacturer of the spool of filament. The area 𝐴𝑡 needs to be
approximated, since the shape of the track is influenced by many variables, such as: extrusion dynamics,
nozzle size, printing temperature, interaction with previous layers, and more. In this case, it was
approximated to be in the shape of a square, with an a side length corresponding to the desired diameter
2
of unit cell sample given by the algorithm, 𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
The following flow rate balance is then used to
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obtain required extrusion amount 𝑑𝐸 for a required travel distance 𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 , with 𝑄 representing volumetric
flow rate.
𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚3
) ∗ 𝐴𝑓 (𝑚𝑚2 ) = 𝑄 (
)
𝑠
𝑠

(20)

𝑉𝑓 (

𝑉𝑓 = 𝜔𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟
2
𝐴𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
∗

(21)
𝑝𝑖
4

𝑄 = 𝑉𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝑡
𝑑𝐸(𝑚𝑚) = 𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 ∗

(22)

(23)
𝑉𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝑡
𝐴𝑓

(24)

Figure 49: Approximation of extruded track cross sectional area
This approximation of filament track area is uncertain because the printer dynamics of the extruded
material coming into contact with the bed and creating a shape are not easily predicted, forcing the use of
an approximation. This introduces a degree of error into the experiment, because this implies that the
selected dimensions for printing might not resemble the actual printed dimensions.
In any reinforcement learning method using the Markov Decision Process framework, there exists a
transition probability 𝑃 that represents the probability that a given action in a given state, will result in the
predicted next state. Throughout this research, this value has always been assumed to be 1. This transition
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probability can be seen below in the recursive Q-learning formula, represented by 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑥 ′ ) meaning the
transition probability of obtaining the desired next state 𝑥′ given a current state 𝑥 and an action taken 𝑎.

𝑄 𝜋 (𝑥, 𝑎) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑥′)[𝑟(𝑥, 𝑎) + 𝛾 ∑ 𝜋(𝑎′ ′ |𝑥 ′ )𝑄 𝜋 (𝑥′, 𝑎′)
𝑥′

(25)

𝑎′

Future work in research seeks to address this, by developing a method of being able to determine the true
dimensions of the printed samples, from which the information obtained can be used to build an error
model in-line with the process and quantify the transition probability. This would allow the learning
framework to take into consideration another variable and learn in a more efficient manner.

5.2.2 Camera system

In order to be able to quantify the manufacturing error, a camera system was selected to image the printed
samples and use image analysis methods to find the true dimensions of the printed samples. A figure of
the camera system chosen for this application can be found below. In this image analysis system, a
precision measurement of +/-0.01mm is desired in an FOV of 34x34mm. A camera and lens system that
can meet these specifications has been determined and purchased, with the items shown below.

Figure 50: Camera system and accessories model information
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Figure 51: Camera and lens

In order to be able to integrate the camera system into the AMSPnC, an external camera mount was
designed using 80/20 rails and fasteners shown below. An adapter that allows the Alvium camera to fit
onto the mount assembly was also designed and is being manufactured.

Figure 52: Camera mount with adapter
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Figure 53: Alvium camera adapter detail drawing

With this system set up, future research will involve investigating image analysis methods that are able to
extract sample dimensions by taking images of the samples. Along with the development of this physical
camera system, several pilot studies were conducted to gauge effectiveness of various methods, which
included spatial Fourier transforms and Hough transforms to detect periodicity and fit lines to detected
edges. These methods were proven to be effective, however were difficult to automate and adapt to the
large variety of samples being printed. Therefore, the development of image analysis algorithms that can
be autonomously operated by the AMSPnC remains a topic of future research.
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APPENDICES
A. Hardware control code
A.1 Stepper motor control module
%---------Set motor speed and acceleration---------%
max_spd_labview = 12000000 %106.22 degrees for transducer rotation
max_accel_labview = 40000
%explanation of cases
%1 = initialize and input angle command
%2 = de energize_motor
%3 = initialize and set home position
%-----------Move motor to setpoint-----------%
if energize_cmd_labview == 1
%calculate number microsteps corresponding to angle input
stepper_resolution = 200; %steps/revolution of stepper motor
micro_step_resolution = 1/32; % fraction of full step
angle_per_step = 360/stepper_resolution;
angle_per_micro_step = angle_per_step*micro_step_resolution;
microsteps = angle_cmd_labview/angle_per_micro_step;
system('ticcmd --current 960'); %set maximum coil current to 900mA
system(append('ticcmd --max-speed ',string(max_spd_labview))); %set maximum speed
to user specified pulses/s
system(append('ticcmd --max-accel ',string(max_accel_labview))); %set maxmum
acceleration to user spcified pulses/s^2
system('ticcmd --starting-speed 0'); %set starting speed to 0
system('ticcmd --step-mode 32') %set microstepping mode to 1/16 of step
pause(wait_before_rotation);
system('ticcmd --energize') %energize motor
system('ticcmd --exit-safe-start') %exit safe start mode so that motor may
interpret commands
%command motor to move
system(append('ticcmd -p ',string(ceil(microsteps)))); %set position equal to user
specified input of angles
pause(wait_after_rotation);
%wait for specified # seconds
%----------enter safe start and de energize------------%
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elseif energize_cmd_labview == 2
pause(wait_before_rotation);
system('ticcmd --enter-safe-start'); %enter safe start so that motor cannot
interpret commands
system('ticcmd --deenergize'); %deenergizemotor
pause(wait_after_rotation);
fprintf('\nmotor deenergized');
%-----------------Set home----------------%
elseif energize_cmd_labview ==3
system('ticcmd --current 960'); %set maximum coil current to 960mA
system(append('ticcmd --max-speed ',string(max_spd_labview))); %set maximum speed
to user specified pulses/s
system(append('ticcmd --max-accel ',string(max_accel_labview))); %set maxmum
acceleration to user spcified pulses/s^2
system('ticcmd --starting-speed 0'); %set starting speed to 0
system('ticcmd --exit-safe-start') %exit safe start mode so that motor may
interpret commands
system('ticcmd --energize') %energize motor
system('ticcmd --step-mode 32') %set microstepping mode to 1/32 of step
system('ticcmd --halt-and-set-position 0'); %set home position for stepper motor.
fprintf('\nhome position set');
pause(wait_before_rotation);
else
%do nothing
end
clear

B. Code for software implementations
B.1 Postprocessing + reward generation

Postprocessing main program
%% labview inputs (Not in actual program, only for testing)
clear
clc
path_var = 'S:\MAE_Hoelzle\Student Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\G_code\'
samplefolder = 'S:\MAE_Hoelzle\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\ExperimentResults\E2_T3_Brain_Qlearning_Data\Sample1_d=0.400_lxy=1.000'
referencefolder = 'S:\MAE_Hoelzle\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\reference_data\reference_timedata_pos1'
figurefolder = 'S:\MAE_Hoelzle\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\figure_folder'
cognitionfoldername = 'E2_T3_Brain_Q-learning'
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dia = 0.45
a = 0.9
dia = 0.45
lxy = 0.9
samplenumber =10
desired_frequency = 0.85
baseline = 1
desired_bandwidth = .15
dia_prev = 1;
lxy_prev = 1;

%% start script
freqs = [1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000, 3250, 3500, 3750,
4000];
d = 350:50:600;
lxy = 700:50:1050;
clear path
path(path, path_var);
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%FIRST PROCESS OUR EXPERIMENTAL DATA
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all
%--------Load in frequencies for reference data------------%
path =referencefolder
%path = 'Z:\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\reference_data\reference_timedata_pos1'
titlename = '\Freq_';
freq1 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(1)),'kHz.csv')); % 1000kHz
freq2 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(3)),'kHz.csv'));% 1500kHz
freq3 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(5)),'kHz.csv')); % 2000kHz
freq4 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(8)),'kHz.csv')); % 2750 kHz
freq5 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(13)),'kHz.csv')); % 4000 kHz

%--------Load in frequencies for PnC experimental data------------%
path_pnc = samplefolder;
%path_pnc = 'Z:\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\ExperimentResults\loc_1_07-202021_d=0.80_lxy=0.50'
title_pnc = '\Freq_';
pnc_freq1 = load(strcat(path_pnc,titlename,num2str(freqs(1)),'kHz.csv'));
1000kHz
pnc_freq2 = load(strcat(path_pnc,titlename,num2str(freqs(3)),'kHz.csv'));
1500kHz
pnc_freq3 = load(strcat(path_pnc,titlename,num2str(freqs(5)),'kHz.csv'));
2000kHz
pnc_freq4 = load(strcat(path_pnc,titlename,num2str(freqs(8)),'kHz.csv'));
2750kHz
pnc_freq5 = load(strcat(path_pnc,titlename,num2str(freqs(13)),'kHz.csv'));
4000kHz

%
%
%
%
%

%----------Build input dataset for reference---------------%
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data = {};
data{1} = freq1;
data{2} = freq2;
data{3} = freq3;
data{4} = freq4;
data{5} = freq5;

% ----------Build input dataset for PnC Experimental Data-------------%
pnc_data = {};
pnc_data{1} = pnc_freq1;
pnc_data{2} = pnc_freq2;
pnc_data{3} = pnc_freq3;
pnc_data{4} = pnc_freq4;
pnc_data{5} = pnc_freq5;

% --------------call functions and plot results------------%
%figure(1);
[act_cumulative, f] = merge_signals(data, 540, 1101);
%plot(f/1e6, act_cumulative, 'LineWidth', 2.0);
%xlim([0 5]);
%hold on;
[pnc_act_cumulative, pnc_f] = merge_signals(pnc_data, 649, 2150);
%plot(f/1e6, pnc_act_cumulative, 'LineWidth', 2.0);
%hold off;

figure(1);
plot(pnc_f/1e6, (pnc_act_cumulative)./act_cumulative, 'LineWidth', 2.0);
grid on
xlim([0 3]);
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)')
ylabel('TF magnitude')
xticks([0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3])
xticklabels({'0','.25','0.5','.75','1','1.25','1.5','1.75','2','2.25','2.5','2.75',
'3.0'})
%------------save data-------------------%
name = strcat(figurefolder,'\',sprintf('TF
d=%.2f_lxy=%.2f_sample%d.jpg',dia,a,samplenumber)); %image name when saving to
figure folder
name2 = strcat(samplefolder,'\',sprintf('TF
lxy=%.2f_d=%.2f_sample%d.jpg',dia,a,samplenumber)); %image name when saving to
sample folder
strang = sprintf('TF dia=%.2f lxy=%.2f',dia,a);
%plot title when saving
title(strang, 'Interpreter', 'none')
%saveas(gcf,name,'jpeg') %save to figure folder
saveas(gcf,name2,'jpeg') %save to sample folder

%save merged data csv files%
savevar = (pnc_act_cumulative)./act_cumulative;
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writematrix(savevar,strcat(samplefolder,'\','pnc_merged_[',num2str(dia*1000),',',nu
m2str(a*1000),']','.csv'));
%--------Prepare variables for LabView export---------%
act_cumulative = transpose(act_cumulative);
pnc_act_cumulative = transpose(pnc_act_cumulative);
TF = (pnc_act_cumulative)./act_cumulative;

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%--------------------Calc. reward for algo-------------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%-------Calculate Loss and Reward------%
desired = [desired_frequency, desired_bandwidth];
spectra = pnc_act_cumulative./act_cumulative;
f = f(2:end);
spectra = spectra(2:end);
[loss,PeakFreq,Bandwidth] = calculate_loss(spectra', f', desired);
reward = calculate_reward(loss, baseline);
%-------load and update reward array------%
%load reward array
cd(path_var);
reward_array =
load(strcat(path_var,'/',cognitionfoldername,'\data\reward_history.csv'));
reward_array = vertcat(reward_array,[reward loss PeakFreq Bandwidth samplenumber])
reward_plot_data = [reward_array(1:samplenumber,1)]';
cd(strcat(path_var,'/',cognitionfoldername,'\data'))
writematrix(reward_array,'reward_history.csv');
xvalue = 1:samplenumber;
%cd(strcat(path_var,'/',cognitionfoldername,'\data\individual_rewards'))
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%--------------------log rewards-------------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%create individual reward documentaiton
%rewardIDstring = sprintf('sample_%d.txt',samplenumber)
%FileID = fopen(rewardIDstring,'w')
%infostring = sprintf('Sample %d --> prev_state = {%d %d} action = {%d %d} current
state = {%d %d} reward = {%f}\n',samplenumber, dia_prev, lxy_prev, dia, lxy,
reward)
%fprintf(FileID,infostring)
%fclose(FileID)
%------Update debugging log for states and algorithm suggestions-----%
cd(path_var)
FileID = fopen('debuglog.txt','at')
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debugstring = sprintf('Sample %d --> prev_state = {%.3f %.3f} current state = {%.3f
%.3f} reward = {%.4f}\n',samplenumber, dia_prev, lxy_prev, dia, a, reward)
fprintf(FileID,debugstring)
fclose(FileID)
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Refresh Q table
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
pypath = append(path_var,cognitionfoldername);
%------------set python directory-----------%
%due to issues with LabVIEW changing the python working directory, every
%time python is called the below code must be run so that the directory
%containing the python scripts is added to the python's path variable.
P = py.sys.path;
if count(P,pypath) == 0
insert(P,int32(0),pypath);
end

%----------clear python classes and reload python file--------------%
%When a python file is called, MATLAB would read in the module at the
%beginning of the script. Any changes made to the python file while the
%same MATLAB session was running, did not reflect when the same script was
%run again. Therefore, the python script is reloaded with the following
%lines of code.
reloadPy()
P = py.sys.path;
if count(P,pypath) == 0
insert(P,int32(0),pypath);
end

%Change python directory to python dependency folder
py.os.chdir(pypath)
%--------------build python fxn inputs--------------------%
%Change python directory to python dependency folder
py.os.chdir(pypath)
%-------------call python fxn to refresh q table-------------------%
%py.run_algo.run_update(int32(samplenumber-1))
close all

merge_signals.m
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% Filtering freq localizing basis functions
function [merged_signal, x_freqs] = merge_signals(data,lB,uB)
% ----------------------------------------------% Merge all reference signals
% Md Ferdous Alam, 07/05/2021
%{
Docementation:
call this function like this --> [merged_signal, x_freqs] = merge_signals(data)
where,
input ---> data
output ---> merged_signal and corresponding frequency for x-axis
please give the input like this --->
build input dataset
data = {};
data{1} = freq1; % load csv file for freq 1
data{2} = freq2; % load csv file for freq 1
data{3} = freq3; % load csv file for freq 1
data{4} = freq4; % load csv file for freq 1
data{5} = freq5; % load csv file for freq 1
as many frequecny as you want to merge
etc.
% -------- input: data ----------------% innput data should in cell array
% for example;
% data = {};
% data{1} = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5];
% data{2} = [5, 3, -2, 6, 7];
% -----------------------------------%}
num_freq = length(data);
% log-based sequence
freq_full_range = 2.^([log2(1e6)-4*(log2(4e6)-log2(1e6))/4:...
(log2(4e6)-log2(1e6))/4:log2(4e6)+(log2(4e6)-log2(1e6))/4]);
% freq_breaks for freq localizing basis functions
freq_breaks = (3/5)*2.^([log2(1e6)-4*(log2(4e6)-log2(1e6))/4:...
(log2(4e6)-log2(1e6))/4:log2(4e6)+2*(log2(4e6)-log2(1e6))/4]);
Fs = 50e6;
L_master = 4000;
% Frequency axis
f = Fs*(0:(floor(L_master/2)))/L_master;

% sampling frequency: 50 MHz
% final length after FFT

%% select interested segment waveform and remove basis
trace_data = {};
for ii = 1: num_freq
% remove basis
avg_signal = mean(data{ii}(lB:uB,1));
trace_data{ii} = data{ii}(lB:uB,1)-avg_signal;
end
%% frequency localizing basis functions (Equation 35 of Welsh 2007)
for q = 1:1
for i = 1: length(freq_full_range)
% F(i+1) filter is for F(i)
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% left part of the equation
F(i).order(q) = tf([(freq_breaks(i+1)*2*pi)^q zeros(1,q*(i))],[1]);
for k = 1:i+1
den = [1 freq_breaks(k)*2*pi];
% coefficient of (s+Pi)
for qq = 1:q-1
% conv() to get the coefficient of den 1/(s+Pi)^q
den = conv(den, [1 freq_breaks(k)*2*pi]);
end
F(i).order(q) = F(i).order(q)*tf([1],den);
end
[mag phas] = bode(F(i).order(q),f*2*pi);
end
end

%% merging data with selected frequency localizing basis functions
act_cumulative = zeros(L_master/2+1, 1);
for i = 1:num_freq
L_orig = length(trace_data{i}(:, 1));
act(1:L_orig) = trace_data{i}(:, 1);
L_zero_padding = L_master - L_orig;
%% signal and windowing
wind(1:L_orig) = blackman(L_orig);
act_winded = wind.*act;
% FFT
act_winded = [act_winded, zeros(1, L_zero_padding)]; % zero-padding
L = length(act_winded);
ACT = fft(act_winded);
ACT2 = abs(ACT/L_orig);
segment signal length
SSB = ACT2(1:floor(L/2)+1);
SSB(2:end-1) = 2*SSB(2:end-1);
pro_data{i}(:, 1) = SSB;

% window processed
% normalization by interested
% Single Side Band (SSB)

[mag phas] = bode(F(i+4).order(q),f*2*pi);
%% filter data with frequency localizing basis functions
for k = 1:length(pro_data{i})
pro_data{i}(k, 1) = pro_data{i}(k,
1)*mag(:,:,k)*exp(j*phas(:,:,k)*pi/180);
end
%% merging multiple experiments from different testing frequencies
act_cumulative = act_cumulative + abs(pro_data{i}(:, 1));
end
x_freqs = f;
merged_signal = act_cumulative;
end
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B.2 Averaging reference data script

%This script averages out the location specific dreference data for three trials
and plots results
%which positions do we want to see on the plots?
startpos = 1;
endpos = 6;

%%
writefoldername = 'reference_timedata_pos'
T1_dir = 'S:\MAE_Hoelzle\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\average_reference_data\T1';
T2_dir = 'S:\MAE_Hoelzle\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\average_reference_data\T2';
T3_dir = 'S:\MAE_Hoelzle\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\average_reference_data\T3';
avg_dir = 'S:\MAE_Hoelzle\Student
Projects\A2M_Main\Software_Elements\average_reference_data\data_mean';

for ii = 1:1:12
T1_currentpos_data = strcat(T1_dir,'\pos',num2str(ii)) ;
T2_currentpos_data = strcat(T2_dir,'\pos',num2str(ii)) ;
T3_currentpos_data = strcat(T3_dir,'\pos',num2str(ii)) ;
avg_currentpos_data = strcat(avg_dir,'\reference_timedata_pos',num2str(ii));
for jj = 1000:250:4000
currentfreq = strcat('\Freq_',num2str(jj),'kHz.csv');
freq1 = load(strcat(T1_currentpos_data,currentfreq));
freq2 = load(strcat(T2_currentpos_data,currentfreq));
freq3 = load(strcat(T3_currentpos_data,currentfreq));
avg_freq = (freq1+freq2+freq3)/3;

writematrix(avg_freq,strcat(avg_currentpos_data,currentfreq));
end
end
%%merge reference data to compare
freqs = [1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000, 3250, 3500, 3750,
4000];
%--------Load in frequencies for reference data------------%
for zz = 1:1:4
if zz == 1;
dir = avg_dir;
mid = '\reference_timedata_pos';
head = 'AVG'
elseif zz == 2;
dir = T1_dir
mid = '\pos';
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head = 'T1'
elseif zz == 3;
dir = T2_dir
mid = '\pos';
head = 'T2'
elseif zz == 4;
dir = T3_dir
mid = '\pos';
head = 'T3'
end
for kk = startpos:1:endpos
path = strcat(dir,mid,num2str(kk));
titlename = '\Freq_';
freq1 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(1)),'kHz.csv')); %
1000kHz
freq2 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(3)),'kHz.csv'));% 1500kHz
freq3 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(5)),'kHz.csv')); %
2000kHz
freq4 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(8)),'kHz.csv')); % 2750
kHz
freq5 = load(strcat(path,titlename,num2str(freqs(13)),'kHz.csv')); % 4000
kHz

;

%----------Build input dataset for reference---------------%
data = {};
data{1} = freq1;
data{2} = freq2;
data{3} = freq3;
data{4} = freq4;
data{5} = freq5
% --------------call functions and plot results------------%
%figure(1);
[act_cumulative, f] = merge_signals(data, 540, 1101);
%plot(f/1e6, act_cumulative, 'LineWidth', 2.0);
%xlim([0 5]);
%hold on;
figure(zz);
sgtitle(head)
subplot(endpos-startpos+1,1,kk-startpos+1)
plot(f/1e6, act_cumulative,'b', 'LineWidth', 2.0);
hold on
plot(f,ones(size(f))*max(act_cumulative),'r-');
hold off
titlestring = strcat('position-',num2str(kk));
title(titlestring)
grid on
xlim([0 3]);
ylim([0 8]);
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)')
ylabel('magnitude')
xticks([0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3])
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xticklabels({'0','.25','0.5','.75','1','1.25','1.5','1.75','2','2.25','2.5','2.75',
'3.0'})
yticks([0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8])
yticklabels({'0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8'})
end
end

B.3 Algorithm query
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%---------------------Set up python-------------------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%-------------set global path for all functions--------------%
%This script, as well as all of its dependencies, uses the path leading to
%the G_code folder. Set the folder path using SetGlobal_path function, and
%all the dependencies will be able to call it
path(path,path_var);
SetGlobal_path(path_var);
globalpath = GetGlobal_path();
path(path,globalpath);
pypath = append(path_var,cognitionfoldername); %specify Python folder located in
Gcode folder

%------------set python directory-----------%
%due to issues with LabVIEW changing the python working directory, every
%time python is called the below code must be run so that the directory
%containing the python scripts is added to the python's path variable.
P = py.sys.path;
if count(P,pypath) == 0
insert(P,int32(0),pypath);
end

%----------clear python classes and reload python file--------------%
%When a python file is called, MATLAB would read in the module at the
%beginning of the script. Any changes made to the python file while the
%same MATLAB session was running, did not reflect when the same script was
%run again. Therefore, the python script is reloaded with the following
%lines of code.
%pyenv('Version','C:\Program Files\Python36\python.exe');
reloadPy()
P = py.sys.path;
if count(P,pypath) == 0
insert(P,int32(0),pypath);
end
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%Change python directory to python dependency folder
py.os.chdir(pypath)
SetGlobal_path(path_var);
globalpath = GetGlobal_path;
path(path,globalpath);
path(path,pypath);
%----------Load Reward history------------%
%if samplecount ~= 1
%reward_array =
load(append(globalpath,'\',cognitionfoldername,'\data\reward_history.csv'));
%else
%end

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%-------------------------Algorithm--------------------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if skipgcode == 1;
%do nothing
dia_algo_output = 0.450; %input dimemension of last printed sample
lxy_algo_output = 0.900;
else
AlgoOutput = py.run_algo.run_algo(samplecount-1); %subtract 1 from samplecount to
account for python indexing
dia_algo_output = double(AlgoOutput{1})/1000;
lxy_algo_output = double(AlgoOutput{2})/1000;

fprintf('new spacing: %0.4f mm\n', dia_algo_output);
fprintf('new dia: %0.4f mm\n', lxy_algo_output);
end

%-------Call python functions with parameter indexes as inputs----------%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%initialize class and call method
pyclass = py.get_PnC_dimension.PnCDimension(reward_array, input_state);
output = pyclass.get_dimension;
PnC_dim = double(output{1});
action = double(output{2});
action_lxy = action(1);
action_dia = action(2);
lxy_algo_output = PnC_dim(1)+1; % +1
dia_algo_output = PnC_dim(2)+1;
dia_val_algo_mapped = dia_mapping(dia_algo_output);
lxy_val_algo_mapped = lxy_mapping(lxy_algo_output);
fprintf('old dia: %d \n', dia_idx);
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%
%
%
%
%

fprintf('old spacing: %d \n', lxy_idx);
fprintf('new dia: %d \n', dia_algo_output);
fprintf('new spacing: %d \n', lxy_algo_output);
fprintf('action_dia: %d \n', action_dia);
fprintf('action_lxy: %d \n', action_lxy);

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%-------------------------debug------------------------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% debug_array = load('index_history.csv');
% debug_array = [debug_array; samplecount, lxy_val_algo_mapped ,
dia_val_algo_mapped];
% writematrix(debug_array,'index_history.csv')
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%----------------------calibrations--------------------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%CALIBRATION
% Set Global ZValue for all three functions: G_Header.m ; initial_Zvalue.m ;
Tool_pathV2
% Start with Z=145 (Min around Z138)
% Printing speed F1500
L = 34;
% total length of crystal (30mm)
h = 8;
% total height of crystal (8mm)
% d : filament diameter
% a : XY Spacing (center to center)
%----------------Apply overall calibration------------%
% Don't change the following Z offsets calibration unless you are sure what
% has been done.
%ZValue_Cal = 135.975; % ZValue at location 2, which should be fixed.
%136.115, 135.79,
%sarp comments
%135.950 is good all around, but not very reliable <.4
%135.850 good for d=.3
%If diameter is small, get bed closer to nozzle to improve adhesion
% if dia > 0.35
ZValue_Cal = 135.805;
% else
% ZValue_Cal = 135.825;
% end
%---------------Apply location specific calibrations-----------%
switch location
case 1
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal - 0.0127; % Ok % if location 1 has to be changed,
change here!
case 2
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal - 0.0000; % Ok
case 3
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal - 0.0592; % Ok
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case 4
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
case 5
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
case 6
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
case 7
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
case 8
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
case 9
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
case 10
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
quality at right bottom
case 11
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
big compared to others
case 12
ZValue_Cal = ZValue_Cal
end

- 0.0254; % Ok
- 0.0712; % Ok
- 0.0677; % Ok
- 0.0973; % Ok
- 0.0931; % Ok
- 0.0635; % Ok
- 0.000; % Ok. Be careful about the printing
- 0.000; % Ok. But the surface uneven variance is
- 0.00423; % Ok

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%-------------Generate Gcode w/ dependencies-----------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%----- Define the heigh of the first layer---------%
%based on diameter. i.e. 80% of diameter
Ratio_dia = 0.75;
% max is 1
if skipgcode == 1;
%do nothing
fprintf('Gcode skipped')
else
SetGlobal_ZValue(ZValue_Cal);
SetStart_PrintingLoc(L);
% For start printing
location
K = Generate_Lattice_V3(L,h,dia_algo_output,lxy_algo_output);
% Based on different width, start printing location adjustment
G_Header_Modified();
Intial_Zvalue_Modified_V3(dia_algo_output, Ratio_dia);
Tool_Path_V3(K, dia_algo_output, Ratio_dia);
% printing speed
G_EndofCode();
fprintf('Gcode generated')
end
%test update q table fxn
%py.test_algos.update_Q_table(input_state, action, PnC_dim, reward_array)
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C. Cognition element benchmark algorithm code
C.1 Tabular Q-learning
Algo.py in ‘Algo’ folder
import numpy as np
import csv
from environment.PnCMfg import PnCMfg
from lib.get_reward_from_AMSPnC_data import get_reward_from_AMSPnC_data
from lib.get_policy import get_policy
from visualizations import visualize_samples as vo
def run_Q_learning_feedback(iter_num):
"""
:param iter_num:
:return:
"""
# append to log file for experiment details
exp_num = 2 # DO NOT CHANGE, this is fixed!!!
log_file = open("dump/experiment_no_{}_details.txt".format(exp_num), "a")
# load trained Q-table and source reward function
R_source = np.load('data/source_reward.npy')
R_source = R_source.T
# exploration factor
epsilon = 0.10
if iter_num == 0:
"""
If it is the first iteration then
choose the predefined initial state
for all experiments, x0 = [1, 2]
i.e. x0 = [index_of_dia, index_of_lxy]
Also
load the source reward distribution as
the original source reward from FEM simulated data,
the source reward is saved as lxy X d so we need to
take the transpose of the source reward each time
load the trained Q-table using the original FEM source reward
"""
all_initial_states = []
# get the fixed initial condition for the first iteration
# initial_state = [1, 2] # s = [d, lxy] ---> DO NOT CHANGE!!! This is
fixed!!
# initial_state = [1, 6] # s = [d, lxy] ---> DO NOT CHANGE!!! This is
fixed!!
initial_state = [3, 1]
all_initial_states.append(initial_state)
Q_table = np.load('data/Q_trained_source.npy')
np.save('data/Q_table.npy', Q_table) # save in a different name to
overwrite later
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np.save('data/all_initial_states.npy', all_initial_states)
state info

# save initial

all_initial_states = np.load('data/all_initial_states.npy')
all_initial_states = all_initial_states.tolist()
# save as a list for
appending
state = all_initial_states[-1]
Q_table = np.load('data/Q_table.npy')
later

# save in a different name to overwrite

# get optimal action from the optimal policy
env = PnCMfg('source', R_source) #obtain reward from AMSPnC
action = get_policy(Q_table, state, epsilon) #greedy epsilon to choose next
sate
next_state, _ = env.step(state, action)
all_initial_states.append(next_state)
current_trajectory = [state, action, next_state]
np.save('data/current_trajectory.npy', current_trajectory)
state info
np.save('data/all_initial_states.npy', all_initial_states)
state info

# save initial
# save initial

states = all_initial_states
# save visualization of option states
vo.visualize_samples(iter_num, states)
# update dump file with relevant information --->
lxy = np.arange(700, 1100, 50)
dia = np.arange(350, 650, 50)
artifact_dimension_prev = [dia[state[0]], lxy[state[1]]]
artifact_dimension_next = [dia[next_state[0]], lxy[next_state[1]]]
details = "iteration number: {} ########################## \n"\
"
Artifact printing step: -----------------> \n"\
"
current_state: {}, \n "\
"
action_taken: {}, \n"\
"
next_state: {}, \n"\
"
artifact_to_be_printed_now: {} micro meters\n" \
"
artifact_to_be_printed_next: {} micro meters\n".format(
iter_num + 1, state, action, next_state,
artifact_dimension_prev, artifact_dimension_next) + "\n" + "\n"
log_file.write(details)
log_file.close()
# return the indices of the artifact to be printed
artifact_to_be_printed = artifact_dimension_prev
return artifact_to_be_printed
def run_Q_learning_update(iter_num):
exp_num = 2 # DO NOT CHANGE, THIS IS FIXED!!
# Algo parameters
alpha = 0.5
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gamma = 0.99
# 9 possible actions to choose from
actions = [[0, 1], [0, -1], [-1, 0], [1, 0], [1, 1],
[-1, 1], [-1, -1], [1, -1], [0, 0]]
# load real-time reward csv file
reward = get_reward_from_AMSPnC_data(iter_num)
# load current trajectory and extract state, action, next state info
current_trajectory = np.load('data/current_trajectory.npy')
current_state, action, next_state = current_trajectory
trajectory_info = [current_state, action, next_state, reward]
action = action.tolist()
action_idx = actions.index(action)
# load Q-table
if iter_num == 0:
Q_table = np.zeros((6, 8, len(actions)))
np.save('data/Q_table.npy', Q_table)
else:
Q_table = np.load('data/Q_table.npy')
# save trajectory history for post-processing
with open('data/trajectory_history.csv', 'a', newline='') as csvfile:
writer = csv.writer(csvfile, delimiter=' ')
writer.writerow(trajectory_info)
# identify next best action
next_best_action_idx = np.argmax(Q_table[next_state[0], next_state[1], :])
# keep track of Q-value before update
Q_vals_before = np.copy(Q_table[current_state[0], current_state[1], :])
# update Q-table
Q_table[current_state[0], current_state[1], action_idx] += \
alpha * (
reward + gamma * Q_table[next_state[0],
next_state[1],
next_best_action_idx] - Q_table[
current_state[0], current_state[1], action_idx])
# keep track of Q-value after update
Q_vals_after = Q_table[current_state[0], current_state[1], :]
# update dump file with relevant information --->
lxy = np.arange(700, 1100, 50)
dia = np.arange(350, 650, 50)
current_state_dimensions = [dia[current_state[0]], lxy[current_state[1]]]
next_state_dimensions = [dia[next_state[0]], lxy[next_state[1]]]
np.save('data/Q_table.npy', Q_table)

# save Q-table

log_file = open("dump/experiment_no_{}_details.txt".format(exp_num), "a")
details = "
Brain update step: -----------------> \n" \
"
reward: {}\n" \
"
trajectory:---> s_t: {}, a_t: {}, r: {}, s_t+1: {} \n" \
"
Q[s_t, a_t] before update: {}\n " \
"
Q[s_t, a_t] after update: {}\n" \
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" ------------------------------------------------------- ".format(
reward, current_state_dimensions, action, next_state_dimensions,
reward, Q_vals_before, Q_vals_after) + "\n" + "\n"\
log_file.write(details)
log_file.close()
return None

Visualize_samples.py in “Visualizations’ Folder
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import cm
def visualize_samples(iter_num, states):
"""
Visualizes the last state from each option
options states has the following form:
data structure: hash table
options = {[option 1 states], [option 2 states], .... [option m states]}
"""
# plot properties ----------------------# plt.rc('text', usetex=True) # use latex for all fonts in the figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(10, 8))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
# --------------------------------------# extract option states
lxy = np.arange(700, 1100, 50)
dia = np.arange(350, 650, 50)
states_x_idx = [states[i][0] for
states_y_idx = [states[i][1] for
states_x = [dia[states_x_idx[k]]
states_y = [lxy[states_y_idx[k]]

i in range(len(states))]
i in range(len(states))]
for k in range(len(states_x_idx))]
for k in range(len(states_y_idx))]

plt.scatter(states_y, states_x, 500, marker='o', facecolor='gray',
edgecolor='blue', alpha=0.5)
# plot properties
plt.xlabel(r'$l_{xy} \ \ (\mu m)$', fontsize=25)
plt.ylabel(r'$d \ \ (\mu m)$', fontsize=25)
plt.xlim(650, 1100)
plt.ylim(300, 650)
plt.grid('on', linestyle='--', lw=2.0, alpha=0.20)
plt.tick_params(axis='both', which='major', labelsize=18)
for axis in ['top', 'bottom', 'left', 'right']:
ax.spines[axis].set_linewidth(2.0)
# plt.legend(fontsize=18)
# save plot as pdf
plt.savefig('figures/explored_states_iter_{}.pdf'.format(iter_num),
format='pdf', bbox_inches='tight', dpi=1200)
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# if __name__ == "__main__":
#
s = [[1, 2], [3, 3], [2, 4]]
#
visualize_samples(3, s)

Get_policy in ‘Lib’ folder
import numpy as np
def get_policy(Q_table, state, epsilon):
# 9 possible actions to choose from
actions = [[0, 1], [0, -1], [-1, 0], [1, 0], [1, 1],
[-1, 1], [-1, -1], [1, -1], [0, 0]]
# generate random number for exploration
number = np.random.random_sample()
if number <= epsilon:
action_idx = np.random.choice(len(actions)) #random sample
else:
action_idx = np.argmax(Q_table[state[0], state[1], :]) #choose maximum Q
value
action = actions[action_idx]
return action
get_reward_from_AMSPnC_data.py in ‘Lib’ folder
import numpy as np
import csv
from pathlib import Path
import os
def get_reward_from_AMSPnC_data(iter_num):
# load real-time reward csv file
reward_history = []
with open('data/reward_history.csv', newline='') as csv_file:
reward_reader = csv.reader(csv_file, delimiter=',')
for row in reward_reader:
reward_history.append(float(row[0]))
# create new folder for this iteration and save rewards
directory = f'data/iter{iter_num+1}'
if not os.path.exists(directory):
os.makedirs(directory)
np.save(f'data/iter{iter_num+1}/rewards.npy', reward_history)
# get the reward value from AMSPnC
# corresponding to the requested iteration number
reward = reward_history[iter_num]
return reward
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C.2 Bayesian Optimziation
Algo.py in ‘Algo’ folder
import numpy as np
from sklearn.gaussian_process import GaussianProcessRegressor as GPR
from sklearn.gaussian_process.kernels import RBF
import warnings,time
from algorithm.acquisition import UCB
from visualizations import visualize_samples as vo
from data.gen_data import gen_data
def run_feedback(iter_num):
exp_num = 2
#to
lxy
dia
lxy
dia

# DO NOT CHANGE, this is fixed!!!

help with indexing
= np.arange(700,1100,50)
= np.arange(350,650,50)
= lxy.tolist()
= dia.tolist()

if iter_num == 0: #return initial condition to be printed as first iteration
all_initial_states = []
# get the fixed initial condition for the first iteration
# initial_state = [1, 2] # s = [d, lxy] ---> DO NOT CHANGE!!! This is
fixed!!
# initial_state = [1, 6]

# s = [d, lxy] ---> DO NOT CHANGE!!! This is

fixed!!
initial_state = [3, 1]
dia_val = dia[initial_state[0]] # find true values corresponding to IC
indices
lxy_val = lxy[initial_state[1]]
X_step = np.array([[dia_val, lxy_val]])
artifact_to_be_printed = X_step

else: #load previously sampled data and associated rewards, initialize gaussian
process and call acquisition function to find maximum UCB value
R_step = np.load('data/BO_reward_history.npy') #remove when not simulating
#obtain current sample data
X_step = np.load('data/suggestions_history.npy')
# Initialize gaussian process
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore') #ignore warnings from sklearn
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kernel = 1 * RBF(1, (1e-2, 1e2))
gp = GPR(kernel=kernel, alpha=.1, n_restarts_optimizer=10,
normalize_y=False)
gp.fit(X_step, R_step)
iter_of_convergence = 60; # set iteration at which convergence is desired
#predict UCB from gaussian process
lxy = np.arange(700, 1100, 50) #obtain state space values where function
will be sampled
dia = np.arange(350, 650, 50)
X, Y = np.meshgrid(dia, lxy)
X1_statespace, X2_statespace = X.flatten(), Y.flatten() #create all
possible combinations of state space variables
X1_statespace, X2_statespace = X1_statespace.reshape(-1, 1),
X2_statespace.reshape(-1, 1)
X_statespace = np.concatenate((X1_statespace, X2_statespace), axis=1)
R_GP_current, R_var_current = gp.predict(X_statespace, return_std=True)
#predict means and variances over whole state space to be analyzed by acquisition
function
suggestion =
UCB(iter_num,R_GP_current,R_var_current,X_statespace,iter_of_convergence) #obtain
suggestion from acquisition function
X_step = np.vstack((X_step, suggestion)) #append suggestion onto stack
artifact_to_be_printed = suggestion
np.save('data/suggestions_history.npy', X_step)

np.save('data/suggestions_history.npy', X_step)
return artifact_to_be_printed
def run_update(iter_num): #obtain reward value from AMSPnC and store in reward
history stack
#to help with indexing
lxy = np.arange(700,1100,50)
dia = np.arange(350,650,50)
lxy = lxy.tolist()
dia = dia.tolist()
#load in suggestion data
X_step = np.load('data/suggestions_history.npy')
suggestion = X_step[-1]
lxy_index = np.where(lxy == suggestion[1])
dia_index = np.where(dia == suggestion[0])
#load in reward associated with latest suggestion
#Generate data to substitute reading reward.csv file
X, Y, Rs, lxy, dia = gen_data()
suggestion_reward = Rs[lxy_index,dia_index] + np.random.normal(loc=0,
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scale=.2)

#

find reward associated with suggestion
if iter_num == 0:
R_step = suggestion_reward
else:
R_step = np.load('data/BO_reward_history.npy')
R_step = np.vstack((R_step, suggestion_reward))
np.save('data/BO_reward_history.npy', R_step)
#---------------------When integrating into machine, obtain reward data from
AMSPnC -------------------------------------------# reward_history = []
# with open('data/reward_history.csv', newline='') as csv_file: #uncomment
section when not simulating
# reward_reader = csv.reader(csv_file, delimiter=',')
# for row in reward_reader:
# reward_history.append(float(row[0]))
# temp = np.array(reward_history[0:iter_num:1]).reshape(-1,1)
# Y_step = temp;
# np.save('data/BO_reward_history.npy', Y_step)
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------return None

Acquisition.py in ‘Algo’ folder
import numpy as np
# -------------------acquistion function-----------------------------------def UCB(iter_num,R_GP_current,R_var_current,X_statespace,iter_of_convergence):
beta = 4 - 2*(iter_num * 1 / iter_of_convergence)
maximization_variable = np.add(R_GP_current, beta * R_var_current.reshape(-1,
1))
UCBmax = np.max(maximization_variable)
maxindex = np.where(maximization_variable == UCBmax)
maxindex = maxindex[0]
suggestion = X_statespace[maxindex] # find state to suggest
numsuggestions = suggestion.shape[0]
suggestion = suggestion[
np.random.randint(0, numsuggestions)]
to maximum, random sample

# if more than one value correspond

return suggestion
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Visualize_GP.py in ‘Visualizations’ folder
import numpy as np
from sklearn.gaussian_process import GaussianProcessRegressor as GPR
from sklearn.gaussian_process.kernels import RBF
import warnings
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
def plotGP(iter_num):
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore')#ignore warnings from sklearn
X_step = np.load('data/suggestions_history.npy')
R_step = np.load('data/BO_reward_history.npy')
kernel = 1 * RBF(1, (1e-2, 1e2))
gp = GPR(kernel=kernel, alpha=.1, n_restarts_optimizer=10, normalize_y=False)
gp.fit(X_step, R_step)
lxy_test = np.linspace(350, 600, 1000)
dia_test = np.linspace(700, 1050, 1000)
X1_org_test, X2_org_test = np.meshgrid(lxy_test, dia_test)
X1_test, X2_test = X1_org_test.flatten(), X2_org_test.flatten()
X1_test, X2_test = X1_test.reshape(-1, 1), X2_test.reshape(-1, 1)
X_test = np.concatenate((X1_test, X2_test), axis=1)
R_GP, R_var = gp.predict(X_test, return_std=True)
R_GP = R_GP.reshape(len(dia_test), len(lxy_test))
# plot
plt.figure(figsize=(12, 8))
ax = plt.axes(projection='3d')
ax.plot_surface(X1_org_test, X2_org_test, R_GP, cmap='viridis',
edgecolor='none')
plt.show()
plt.savefig('figures/GP_iter_{}.pdf'.format(iter_num),
format='pdf', bbox_inches='tight', dpi=1200)

D. Gcode generation
Gcode_waypoint_generator.m
%Gcode generator script
%% define parameters
theta_degrees = 45;
lxy = .7;
d = .4;
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L = 34; %crystal length (mm)
W = 34; %crystal width (mm)
H = .6; %crystal height(mm)

%% function start (turn this into a function later)
num_of_layers = ceil(H/d); %calculate number of layers from crystal height and diameter
x_waypoints = []; %initialize waypoint vectors
y_waypoints = [];
z_waypoints = [];
for nl = 1:num_of_layers

if mod(nl,2) == 1 %odd layer - no angle
[x_layer y_layer] = odd_waypoints(lxy,d,L,W);
else %even layer - introduce angle
[x_layer y_layer] = angled_waypoints(theta_degrees,lxy,L,W);
end

z_layer = d*nl*ones(length(x_layer),1);
x_waypoints = vertcat(x_waypoints,x_layer); %append layer waypoints to history
y_waypoints = vertcat(y_waypoints,y_layer);
z_waypoints = vertcat(z_waypoints,z_layer);
end
G = ones(length(x_waypoints),1); %values for printer move commands
dE = get_dE(d,x_waypoints,y_waypoints); %calculate extrusion amounts between each pair of
waypoints
K = horzcat(G,x_waypoints,y_waypoints,z_waypoints,dE); %[G x y z dE]
plot(x_layer,y_layer)

Angled_waypoints.m
% clear
% clc
% close all
%initialize angled layer parameters
% theta = 90;
% lxy = .7;
% L = 34;
% W = L;
% z = nL*d
% d = .4;
% const = 4*d^2/(pi*2.85^2);
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function [x_waypoints,y_waypoints] = angled_waypoints(theta,lxy,L,W)
theta_rad = theta*pi/180;
wh = lxy / sin(theta_rad);
wv = lxy / cos(theta_rad);
waypoints = [0 0];
idx_h = 0; idx_v =0;
horiz = true; vert = true;
horiz_new = true; vert_new = true;
ph=0; pv = 0;
i = 1;

while horiz_new == true && vert_new == true
%for i = 1:1:;
%if horiziontal and vertical bounds haven't been reached
if horiz == true && vert == true
if mod(i,2) ~= 0
waypoints = [waypoints;
waypoints = [waypoints;
else
waypoints = [waypoints;
waypoints = [waypoints;
end

min(i * wh, L), 0];
0, min(i * wv, W)];
0, min(i * wv, W)];
min(i * wh, L), 0];

ph = max(((i + 1) * wv - W) / tan(theta_rad), 0);
pv = max(((i + 1) * wh - L) * tan(theta_rad), 0);
horiz = ((i + 1) * wh) <= L;
vert = ((i + 1) * wv) <= W;

%if vertical bound is reached first
elseif vert == false && horiz == true
if horiz_new == true && vert_new == true

if mod(i,2) == 0
waypoints = [waypoints;
waypoints = [waypoints;
else
waypoints = [waypoints;
waypoints = [waypoints;
end

ph + idx_h * wh, W];
i * wh, 0];
i * wh, 0];
ph + idx_h * wh, W];

idx_h = idx_h + 1;
pv = ((i + 1) * wh - L) * tan(theta_rad);
horiz_new = ph + idx_h * wh <= L;
horiz = ((i + 1) * wh) <= L;
vert_new = (pv + idx_v * wv) <= L;
end
%if horizontal bound is reached first
elseif horiz == false && vert == true
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if vert_new == true && vert_new == true
if mod(i,2) == 0
waypoints = [waypoints;
waypoints = [waypoints;
else
waypoints = [waypoints;
waypoints = [waypoints;
end

ph + idx_h * wh, i * wv];
L, pv + idx_v * wv];
L, pv + idx_v * wv];
ph + idx_h * wh, i * wv];

idx_v = idx_v + 1;
vert = (i + 1) * wv <= W;
vert_new = (pv + idx_v * wv) <= W;
horiz_new = (ph + idx_h * wh) <= L;
ph = max(((i + 1) * wv - W) / tan(theta_rad), 0);
end
%if horizontal and vertical bounds have both been reached
elseif horiz == false && vert == false
if horiz_new == true && vert_new == true
if mod(i,2) == 0
waypoints = [waypoints;
waypoints = [waypoints;
else
waypoints = [waypoints;
waypoints = [waypoints;
end

ph + idx_h * wh, W];
L, pv + idx_v * wv];
L, pv + idx_v * wv];
ph + idx_h * wh, L];

idx_v = idx_v +1;
idx_h = idx_h +1;
horiz_new = (ph + idx_h * wh) <= L;
vert_new = (pv + idx_v * wv) <= L;
end
end

i = i+1;
end
x_waypoints = waypoints(:,1);
y_waypoints = waypoints(:,2);
end
% plot(waypoints(:,1),waypoints(:,2))
% xlim([-4 W+4]);
% ylim([-4 W+4]);

Odd_waypoints.m
%%Generating Lattice and Extrusion Calculation (single pass)
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function [x_waypoints y_waypoints] = odd_waypoints(lxy,d,L,W)
Lc = L;
d = d;
lxy = lxy;
g = ceil(Lc/lxy);
numR = g;

%XY Spacing (center to center)
%number of rows

% Initialize lattice vector
PointsPerLayer = 2*numR-1;
% Define lattice characteristics
nr = numR;
L = (nr-1)*lxy;
w = lxy;
x = 0;
y = 0;
BaseElement = 1;

% length

mx = round(PointsPerLayer/2);
count = 0;
x_waypoints = [];
y_waypoints = [];
if(mod(mx,2) == 0)
p_check = 0;
else
p_check = 1;
end
% **** Create lattice vector ****
% Part instructions
if (p_check==1)
for i = 1:PointsPerLayer
% Get new x,y,z
if (mod(i,4) == 1)
x = x + L;
end
if (mod(i,4) == 2)
y = y + w;
end
if (mod(i,4) == 3)
x = x - L;
end
if (mod(i,4) == 0)
y = y + w;

% Move RIGHT

% Move FORWARD

% Move LEFT

% Move FORWARD

end
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if(x<0.01)
x = 0;
end
if(y<0.01)
y=0;
end
x_waypoints = [x_waypoints;x];
y_waypoints = [y_waypoints;y];
end

% p_check == 0
else
for i = 1:PointsPerLayer
if(count == 2)
count = 0;
L = -L;
w = -w;
end
if (mod(k,2) == 1)

% Odd layer

% Get new x,y,z
if (mod(i,4) == 1)
x = x + L;

% Move RIGHT

end
if (mod(i,4) == 2)
y = y + w;

% Move FORWARD

end
if (mod(i,4) == 3)
x = x - L;
end
if (mod(i,4) == 0)
y = y + w;

% Move LEFT

% Move FORWARD

end

if(x<0.01)
x = 0;
end
if(y<0.01)
y=0;
end
end

x_waypoints = [x_waypoints x];
y_waypoints = [y_waypoints y];
end
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end

end

Get_dE.m
% K = load('K_matrix.mat')
% x_waypoints = K.K(:,2);
% y_waypoints = K.K(:,3);
%
function dE = get_dE(d,x_waypoints,y_waypoints)
%const is calculated by obtaining area ratio of track cross section to
%filament cross section.
A_track = 4*d^2;
A_filament = pi*2.85^2;
const = A_track/A_filament;

[numrows numcolumns] = size(x_waypoints);
dE = zeros(numrows,1);
dE(1) = 0;
for ii = 2:1:numrows
dE(ii) = dE(ii-1) + sqrt( (x_waypoints(ii)-x_waypoints(ii-1))^2 + (y_waypoints(ii)y_waypoints(ii-1))^2)*const;
end
end

Pilot study for 3-parameter PnC samples, observing peak frequency location in transmission spectrum
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